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FOREWORD

The development of computer and information processing technology has been seized upon
by Instrumentation and Control equipment engineers as a means of improving and ensuring
plant performance. The computers and related technology was initially installed in systems
essential to plant operation but not necessarily important to safety. The systems in which
computers are widely and often easily accepted included ones for: data collection,
information display, data logging and indeed ones containing important elements of control.

There has always been significant concern with the introduction of software industry and the
nuclear industry is no different from any other sector save its safely demands are the most
onerous. The software problem has led to the well documented difficulties in the introduction
of computer based systems, for example a special procedure has been introduced by the UK
licensing body the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate and software is an unresolved safety
issue in the USA.

One area of concern with software in systems important is the processes of Verification,
Validation and Licensing. This report has been produced as a consequence of the IAEA
International Working Group on Nuclear Power Plant Control and Instrumentation (IWG-
NPPCI) recommendation to produce a technical document providing practical guidance on
the application of the method available for Verification, Validation and Licensing of software
related to NPP control and instrumentation. The advice was that the document should
concentrate on practical guidance to be of value to those facing the issues of software for the
first time.

The main purpose of the consultancy organized by the IAEA and held from 6 to 10
September 1993 was to prepare an extended outline of a new technical document in which
a current status of Verification and Validation of software related to NPP I&C systems and
guidance on the practical use of Verification and Validation methods for solving special
problems in design, operation and maintenance of nuclear power plants are to be presented.

The present volume contains:
(1) Report of the meeting
(2) reports presented by the national delegates, and
(3) technical draft document.
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REPORT ON THE MEETING

INTRODUCTION.

The development of computer and information processing technology has been seized
upon by Instrumentation and Control equipment engineers as a means of improving and
ensuring plant performance. Computers and related technology were initially installed
in systems essential to plant operation but not necessarily important to safety. The
systems in which computers are widely and often easily accepted included ones for: data
collection, information display, data logging and indeed in some cases containing
important elements of control.

Nuclear systems followed this trend, the systems initially deployed were very deliberately
restricted to use in non-safety applications. This restriction was steadily eroded and the
use of computers started to appear in vital systems, eg the core calculator on some
BWRs in the USA. This position has changed still further in the last few years,
computer based systems are now being introduced as part of the primary plant protection
system. There are already systems in use, in a primary protection role, in:

Canada - Darlington, Candu protection system
France - SPIN, PWR protection system
United Kingdom - SCTS, AGR protection system
United States - Eagle 21, PWR protection systeml

There are pressures for further and increased use of computers arising from, for
example, the need to replace old analogue systems as they become obsolete and the
desire of plant owners to improve the economic performance of their plant. A significant
number of system are currently being developed and installation of these and further
examples of the existing systems, is expected in new reactors and as backfits in old
reactors.

There has always been significant concern with the introduction of software in industry.
The nuclear industry is no different from any other industrial sector save its safety
demands are probably the most onerous. The software problem, once known as the
software crisis, has led to the many well documented difficulties in the introduction of
computer based systems. The perceived difficulties have lead in the nuclear industry and
particularly the regulators to take a cautious approach. A special procedure has been
introduced by the UK licensing body the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate to license
software and software is currently seen as an unresolved safety issue by the USNRC USA
licensing body.

One area of concern with software in systems important to safety are the processes of
Verification, Validation and Licensing. The IAEA International Working Group on
Nuclear Power Plant Control and Instrumentation (IWG-NPPCI) has recommended the
publication of a technical document which should provide practical guidance on the
application of the methods available for Verification, Validation and Licensing of
software related to NPP control and instrumentation. The advice was that the document
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should concentrate on practical guidance to be of value to those facing the issues arising
from the development and deployment of software for the first time.

The Consultancy held in Vienna from 6 to 10 September 1993 set about this task
recommending that the IAEA should prepare a publication titled "Guidelines for
Verification, Validation and Licensing of software related to NPP control and
instrumentation". An extended outline of this document was prepared during the
meeting which defined the structure and content of the document as currently envisaged
by the group.

The group were able to make significant progress and a first draft of the document was
produced during the course of the meeting, Appendix 3. This document was based upon
the technical presentations made at the meeting, Appendix 2. A number of standards
and reference works seen as being crucial to the exercise were identified during the
meeting.

It was agreed that this draft should be developed by group. The material produced
should be sent to the editor for collation and distribution to form the basis of a
discussion on further development of the document at a meeting In February 1994. The
key objectives of this further meeting should be the identification and assignment of work
leading to the production of a second draft of the document. This draft would be
collated by the editor with the intention of completing a final report in December 1994.

This document contains a report on the advisory group meeting, including the agreed
work packages, the presentations made by the representatives and the draft material
produced at the meeting. The meeting agenda and those present are given in
Appendix 1.

APPROACH.

The approach to the production of the guidance document was considered during the
first two days of the meeting. This resulted in a critical review of the group members,
see Appendix 1, during which it was agreed that the group represented the interests, as
well as possible, of all the parties that might normally be involved in the specification
procurement, development, production, setting to work and licensing of a computer
based system important to safety. The exercise also demonstrated that while many other
organisations and experts might reasonably be expected to be involved in the group, two
key groups of expertise were missing the Japanese in respect of their work on advanced
reactors and the Canadians with respect to their work on the Darlington shut down
system, other key interest groups were recognised.

Considerable time was spent during the first part of the meeting going through the
presentations of the team members and identifying the issues raised during the
presentation and associated discussion. This exercise resulted in the recognition that the
parties had very divergent views on many important points but allowed a consensus view
to emerge as to the direction that the exercise should take. It was also possible to
identify an approach that could produce a valuable document and one that would be



viable within the resource constraints of the project. This last item was of considerable
concern as the success of the exercise will be completely dependent upon each team
member being able to meet their objectives.

DOCUMENT STRUCTURE.

A structure for the guideline document was proposed and reviewed a number of times
during the presentations. One early structure of the document which was subsequently
used as a base line for discussion and the draft in Appendix 3 was:

AIMS - OBJECTIVES

SCOPE

DEFINITIONS

FRAMEWORK

DEFINE SCOPE OF V&V

PLANNING V&V

VERIFICATION

Development plan
Requirement
Specification
Design
Code
Integration
Test Plans

VALIDATION & TESTING

OTHER LIFECYCLES

CASE AND OTHER TOOL SUPPORT

BOUGHT IN / PRE EXISTING SOFTWARE

TECHNIQUES

V&V FOR ADAPTIVE / CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

This document structure was rationalised by iteration and discussion to that presented
below in the first draft of the guideline document The process used to evolve the
document structure was not a structured one, however, care was taken to ensure that



salient points of the discussions were captured for eventual inclusion in the end
document and the contents list and key points were reviewed at intervals through the
meeting. The following topics were identified as being important in the context of the
document:

Formal Methods, eg VDM, CCS, Z
Acceptance tests
Reliability requirements
Common mode failure
Hazard analysis
Single failure criterion
Timing requirements
Interfaces
Environmental conditions
Independence
Document volume
Visibility
Traceability
System justification, validation of
Traceability matrix
Verification by inspection

This list of topics is not complete, however, all must be addressed during the course of
the exercise. Attention is drawn to the last point as it would appear to be one of the
most used and frequently relied upon means of verifying and validating software and
systems. Similarly testing was recognised as the second major feature of current practice
in respect of the acceptance of systems. One significant feature of the discussion was the
recognition that the scope of and reliance upon testing was far greater than might be
recognised. This view arose as three interested parties who would demand test
programmes were identified; these are the producer, the customer/assessor and the end
user. The last party, the end user, would appear to be ignored in most development
processes as others, the contracts department, claim to assume their role. The formal
position in the nuclear industry remains that the plant operator is ultimately responsible
for safety. It was apparent from discussion that the operators do not treat this role
lightly and place severe but appropriate demands, on the those installing equipment on
the plant.

The discussion and recognition of the multiple and many roles of staff and teams in such
a project is considered as being essential to the generation of valuable and effective
guidelines.

LICENSING.

The topic that created the greatest difficulty and controversy was licensing. This arose
directly from the widely different approaches to licensing adopted in the different
member countries coupled with the different experiences the licensing bodies have had
in dealing with computer based systems.



It was agreed that the exercise would not, and indeed could not, generate a structure that
a licensing body could simply adopt. Such a role was outside the remit of the group, who
clearly recognise and respect the rights and role of the national licensing body. It was,
however, apparent that the group had or had access to and could record a considerable
amount of material of relevance to licensing that a licensing authority could draw upon
in establishing their own licensing procedure for software and computer based systems
important to safety.

WORK PROGRAMME.

The overall and detailed work programme was agreed for the production of the
guidance. It was agreed that group members would take on the following pieces of work,
identified by topic heading, it is noted that there is no structure to the list:

Chapter 1

* Review - Wall

Chapter 2

* Review - Wall

Chapter 3

* Rework - Ets, Hammar

Chapter 4

Black Box Testing - Schildt
Statistical & Random Testing - Mertens
Metrics - Hamar
Test Case Generation - Wall
Acceptance Tests/Pass Criteria - Wall, Andersson
Traceability Analysis - Leret
Load Testing - Andersson
Review - Andersson, Wall
Functional Testing, Mertens
Inspection - Leret, Wall
Walkthrough - Leret
Formal Description - Mertens
Formal Proof - Wall
Single Failure/Cause Analysis - Andersson
Failure Hazard Analysis - Andersson
Source Code Comparison - Mertens, Schildt, Wall
Static Analysis - Schildt, Hamar
Timing Analysis - Schildt
White Box Testing - Schildt



Chapter 5

* Generate - Wall

The material should be forwarded to the editor for consolidation and a second draft of
the document produced for evaluation and development at the meeting scheduled for
14-18 February 1994. The material would then be further refined and consolidated for
distribution such that a peer review can be undertaken 14-18 November 1994. It was
agreed the material should ideally be in the hands of the editor by the end of December
1993 if the editing process was to be completed and the material sent out prior to the
February 1994 meeting.



APPENDIX 1

MEETING AGENDA AND THOSE PRESENT

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

Consultancy on
Guidelines for Validation, Verification and Licensing

of Software Related to NPP Control and Instrumentation

6-10 September 1993

Preliminary Programme

Monday 6 September 1993

09.30 - 10.00 Opening of the meeting

Introduction of the participants
- Review of meeting objectives, Mr A Kossilov
- Adoption of the Agenda, Dr N Wall, Chairman of the Meeting

10.00 - 11.00 General discussion about the desirability and the possible contents
of the envisaged document

11.00- 11.20 Coffee break

11.20 - 12.30 General discussion (continued)

12.30 - 14.00 Lunch break

14.00 - 15.30 Presentation of the national reports

15.30 - 15.50 Coffee break

15.50 - 17.30 Presentation of the national reports (continued)

Tuesday 7 September 1993

09.00 - 12.30 Presentation of the national reports (continued)

12.30 - 14.00 Lunch break

14.00 - 17.00 Discussion on the contents of a Technical Document with regard to
the presentations made

Establishment of working groups



Wednesday 8 September 1993

09.00 - 12.30 Discussion of the contents of a Technical Document (continued)

12.30 - 14.00 Lunch break

14.00 - 17.00 Preparation of the outline of a Technical Document by the working
groups

Thursday 9 September 1993

09.00 - 12.30 Discussion on the first draft of the outline and preparation of the
second draft

12.30 - 14.00 Lunch break

14.00 - 17.00 Discussion on the second draft of the outline and preparation of the
final draft

Friday 10 September 1993

09.00 - 12.00 Recommendations tc the IAEA on further actions in assisting the
Member States in the subject area

12.00 Conclusion of the meeting
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SUMMARY

As nuclear power stations get older, electrical components, electrical equipment or
sometimes whole systems shall be exchanged. Sooner or later the exchange shall
be to newer technology, either because of difficulties to obtain the original parts, or
because the new technology has obvious advantages over the older.

When new technology shall be used it shall meet at least the same level of quality
and reliability as the older had. The new technology shall also conform to existing
general guidelines and regulations applicable for safety related equipment.

Computer technology has reached an acceptable level of reliability and computer
based technology is now dominating control and supervision functions in conven-
tional industry. The nuclear industry also has positive experience of computerized
functions, primarely in non safety related systems.

If strict methods for purchase, development, design, validation, verification and
follow-up of experience are applied, computer based technology may very well be
used in safety related systems.

Deterministic and experience based methods are primarely used to assess reliabili-
ty and to evaluate safety implications of computer based systems. Probabilistic
methods are at present not reliable enough.

RELIABILITY REQUIREMENTS

The same requirements apply to computerized safety functions as to conventional-
ly equipped functions. The following requirements shall be met:

Fewer than 0,3 faults per year that will cause a reduction in the redundancy
in the safety system, e.g. 1 of 4 safety trains out of service.

Fewer than 2 x 10-3 fail to safe faults per year or other errors not jeopardizing
the safety function.

Fewer than 10-7 faults per year preventing the safety function.

The "Single Failure Criterion" shall be applied.

Putting these requirements into practice will imply careful attention to the CCF
and CMF phenomena.



MODEL FOR ASSURANCE OF FULFILMENT OF REQUIREMENTS

IE and 2E

Verification
&
Validation

ASSURES
FULFILMENT

OF REQUIREMENTS

IE

Software
Development
& Design
IEC 880 & 987

SQA
IEEE 730
ISO 9000-3

Audits

2E

SQA
ISO 9000-3

Audits

IE

Proven Design

Non volatile
Memories

Cyclic Program
Execution

2E

Standard
Hardware
Requirements



METHODS, REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINS IN THE DESIGN PRO-
CESS

In order to reach stated reliability and to assure that the system will work accor-
ding to specification certain requirements shall be met.

Only dedicated and modularized systems shall be used for IE applications.
General systems may be used in 2E applications.
The software and hardware for micro processors used as integrated parts in
complex "conventional" equipment shall be treated as dedicated computer
systems.
If possible standardized, off-the-shelf products shall be used. A "Proven De-
sign" criterion shall be fulfilled for IE applications.
Computer hardware shall meet the same requirements as conventional hard-
ware equipment shall meet.
For IE applications the basic software (operating system etc) shall be pro-
grammed in non volatile, non changeable memory. Application software
shall be programmed in non volatile memory.

Fail-to-safe functions shall exist both for hardware and software failures.
Software behavior shall be deterministic in IE application. This requirement
implies cyclic program execution.

Software shall be developed and qualified according to internatio-nally re-
cognized standards. For IE applications the IEC 880 and IEC987 shall be ap-
plied. ISO 9000-3 with amendments shall be applied. For 2E applications ISO
9000-3 shall be applied.

Software shall be designed (programmed) according to internatio-nally re-
cognized Quality Assurance Plans. For class IE applications the USEE 730 or
the ISO 9000-3 with amendments shall be applied.
Functional tests shall be performed in order to verify that the require-ments
in the functional specification are met.

Modules and parts of the software shall be tested, validated and the result
shall be approved before integration of modules begins.
Each phase in the development and design process shall be validated and re-
sults and progress shall be approved before the next phase is entered.
Only well known and audited suppliers shall be used.

THE PROVEN DESIGN CRITERION

A number of systems with functionally identical hard-ware and basic soft-ware as
well as similar applications shall have been in use under such a long time that a
meaningful evaluation is possible.

A program shall exist describing the methodology for the evaluation of a reference
system. The program shall emphasize experience feed-back from the user. Accu-
mulated in-service time is important and shall be considered in the evaluation pro-
cess.

Faults that have occurred shall be analyzed and corrective actions shall be evalua-
ted.
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USAGE OF STANDARDS

IE Applications

Standards set requirements on both the design and development process as well as
for the end product.
For design and development of computer based IE-applications the ШС880 and
ГЕС987 standards are in principal mandatory.

EEC 880 "Software for Computers in the Safety Systems of Nuclear Power
Stations"
EEC 987 "Programmed Digital Computers Important to Safety for Nuclear
Power Stations"

Deviation from the above mentioned standards shall be declared and approved by
the utility.
Depending on the number of systems in use and operating time, the formal requi-
rements may be reduced.

For quality assurance of a soft-ware project the ШЕЕ 730 or the ISO 9000-3 with
amendments shall be applied.

EEEE 730 "Standard for Software Quality Assurance Plans"
ISO 9000-3 "Quality management and quality assurance standards - Part 3:
Guidelines for the application of ISO 9001 to the development, supply and
maintenance of software.

Deviation from the above mentioned standards shall be declared and approved by
the utility.

2E Applications

For quality assurance the ISO 9000-3 shall be applied.
ISO 9000-3 "Quality management and quality assurance standards - Part 3:
Guidelines for the application of ISO 9001 to the development, supply and
maintenance of software.

DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE

The design and development of software for IE-applications shall be performed in
accordance with the EEC 880 & ШС 987 standards. Software projects shall follow
the QA-standard IEEE 730 or ISO 9000-3.

The design and development process from purchase to operation is divided in well
defined phases. Specified criteria and results shall be fullfilled in order to leave
one phase and enter the next phase.



Example of design & development phases:

Purchase:
Specifications
Contract

V&V of:
Specifications
Contract

\

Design:
Specifications
Programming

V&V of:
Specifications

<Test results

V&V
Verification and Validation

Documented Reviews
and

Approval before
entering the next

phase

Integration:
Factory accep-
tance test (FAT)

V&V of:
Test plans
Test ri

Number of phases and the content within each phase is dependent on the complex-
ity of the function, the "proven design" criteria and the compliance to standards.

The review of the result from each phase (base line review) shall be performed by
an independent person not involved in the actual specification and design work.
This practice shall be implemented throughout the whole project. The result of the
base line review shall be documented. The decision to enter the next phase shall be
based upon the documented review.
The same methodology applies for the validation of the coding. This task shall also
be performed by an indépendant person not involved in the actual coding (indépen-
dant functional review).

FUNCTIONAL TEST

The functional test that ends the modification process is the most important phase
for all types of modifications.

The unit management is responsible for the safe implementation of modifications.
Before a modification will be declared operational it shall pass a functional test in
order to verify that:

Function is as specified.
Operability and maintainability requirements are met.
Operating and maintenance documentation is usable.
Testability according to the Technical Specification is achiveable

The test program shall be approved by the unit management and for complex IE-
application the program shall be reviewed by the safety department and approved
by the Local Safety Committee.

The functional test program shall as a minimum comprise:

Extent of the test
Requirements and acceptance criteria
The test (Step-by-step instruction on how to perform the test)
Documentation requirements and reporting routines.
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After the test results have been approved the modification is turned over to ope-
rations and maintenance at a turn-over meeting.

TEST AND VERIFICATION

FUNCTIONAL
SPECIFICATION

\

FUNCTIONAL
SPECIFICATION

I
SYSTEM

SPECIFICATION

MODULE
SPECIFICATION

\

FUNCTIONAL
TEST

AT SITE
(SAT)

7
FUNCTIONAL

TEST
AT SUPPLIER

(SAT)

INTERMODULE
TEST

MODULE
TEST

Z
CODE

SPECIFICATION
CODE

CONTROL

\ /

CODING

Functional specification and asso-
ciate test program as well as test-
results shall be reviewed and appro-
ved by operations management.

Scope of "lower" test program shall
be approved by operations manage-
ment. Test results reported as
"God", "Not god".



LESSONSLEARNED

In the relation with suppliers we have experienced the following problems:

Many suppliers have poor insights on how to apply to relevant standards.
In many cases there is a difficulty to trace evidence of "Proven Design". Re-
cords and files are not always open.

In order to get a better result we:

Audit all suppliers of IE-equipment. No third party certification is accepted,
unless performed by another Swedish utility.
Audit teams are normally composed of a technical expert, a generalist and a
QA expert.

In order to improve reliability the following actions have been taken:

Spare memory boards or memory capsules are fully tested before storage.
Load tests are integrated in the final functional test program in order to veri-
fy that the system is capable of handling the "worst case" of input signal com-
binations.

TOP LOAD TEST

In order to verify that the plant computer system at our most modern unit is ca-
pable to record, store and present alarms and events within stated time limits dur-
ing a design base accident its "top load" capabilities are tested regularely (once a
year).

In order to simulate the signal flow that would appear during a LOCA with simul-
taneus loss of external power about 2300 signals are fed into the computer system
through four process terminals. About 1800 of the 2300 signals are generated dur-
ing the first minute. The remaining 500 during a period of 29 minutes.

During the test the back-log of event recording is measured. If the back-log exceeds
6 minutes the system is declared in-operable.

In addition to the measurement of the back-log other parameters such as time to
change displays, time intervals between update of displays, delay time for regi-
stration of a status change etc are measured and the results are validated.
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system design system implementation application
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Siemens

Definitions and terminology ace. to IEC 880.

Verification: The process of determining whether or not the product of each phase of the
digital computer system development process fulfils al! the requirements
imposed by the previous phase.

Validation: The test and evaluation of the integrated computer system to ensure
compliance with the functional, requirements and interface requirements.

Verification steps are assessed from the suppliers point of view.
Thereby most important requirements of the development are

.feasibility

. quality

. costs

Definitions BereichKWU R241 11.03.92
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Verification and Validation of Software Modues
KWU R241
2.9.93
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structure of safety system requirements:

Level 1 : hierachy of safety goals

Level 2: standard set of quantity of I&C functions
(tabulated asssignment)

Level 3: brief description of i&C functions in data sheets

Level 4: system engineering requirements for realization of
ilicaticthe application software

Level 5: system engineering requirements for
licensing procedure

main features:

• task definition indépendant from realization

• definition of I&C functions, which predetermines the sw-structure
(consistent paradigma from top to bottom)

• use of the same set of symbols as the I&C engineers

• use of standardized data sheets (supports formalization)

Safety System Requirements KWU
R241

Copyright © SIEMENS AG1991 Ail Rights Reseived 09.07.92
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the design basis is the KTA rule 3501 which complies with the most interna-
tional guidelines

\л->

according to this rule the I&C systems shall be designed against failure initiating events

within the I&C systems
short-circuits, open circuits, short to ground, changes in voltage and
frequency, mechanical failure, design faults

within the nuclear power plant
fires, floods, pipe whip, vessel rupture, mechanical jet effects of media
such as steam or water, human error in the operation and maintenance

outside the nuclear power plant
floods, lightning, earthquake, storm

the safety I&C system shall be designed such that it is not the determining factor in
the unavailibility of the safety system



1. proved components shall be used: operational experience shall be considered

2. components with operational experience should be used

3. the system design shall be simple, clear and functional

4. for newly developed or modified components the fulfillment of the specified properties
shall be proven by type testing

5. the reliability data of the components shall be specified:
e.g. failure rates, failure effect analyses, the influence of ambient conditions,
the influence of critical load analysis

the reliability data of the components can be determined from operational experience

7. the required quality of production lots shall be verified within the framework of the factory tests

8. the quality assurance system shall be demonstated

Hardware requirements of the safety system (KTA 3501)
1 KWU
R251
14.03.90
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Typetesting of components ace. to KTA 3503

у/О

Requirements for theoretical analyses

О
О
о
'•j

( J

»J

Analysis of the component requirement specification

Analysis of the component development specification

Analysis of lhe component production documentation

Analysis of the users documentation

Failure mode and failure effect analyses

Determination of wost case failure rates

Requirements for practical tests concerning
•О

О
О
о

Specified behaviour under normal and worst case condition

Electromagnetic compatibility

Seismic

Environmental conditions like temperature and humidy

Digitale Sicherheits-Leittechnik
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application software
functional software

formal methods
with automate code generation

module library
modules according IEC 880
calls by automate code generation

operation system interface
modules according IEC 880
calls of modules by automate code generatic

self test
according IEC 880

operation system
QA of supplier and operating experience
or
redesign according IEC 880

communication software
QA of supplier
operating experience and
statistical testing

embedded software
QA of supplier according IEC 880

Software Requirements
KWU R241
7/92
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designed as a distributed four train computer-system composed with
["off-the-shelf Components

the reliability and the availability are assured by meanslõfstructure

- physical separation of sensors and transducers
- each of the four I&C trains in separated rooms

common mode failures are covered by consistent use of [functional diversity

- three independent processing channels for accident identification and
two independent processing channels for trip actuation within each train

- consistent functional diversity between the different processing channels

application of the same principles within the whole safety I&C system
concerning

- the four train concept with 2 -ou t -o f -4 voting
- the annunciation of alarms
- the decoupling by means of fibre optics
- the concept of hardware testing
- the concept of maintenance
- the software design criteria

KWU R 241
26.08.92
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Distribution of software errors
60 % of all sytem failures are caused by software errors

VAI

55%
Specification

20%
Coding

25%
Maintenance

Source: TÜV-Norddeutschland

Sources of software errors KWU
R251
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Coding errors can be neglected by use of formal methods
Nevertheless they are assumed in reliability analyses

coding 27%

Error distribution for extended conventional programmed systems
Source : TÜV Norddeutschland

Achievable error density 2.10~3 errors/statement
Source : Electrical and control aspects of the sizewell В PWR, Int. Conf. Sept. 15,92

By use of partially formalized coding methods error density
can be limited to 3.10~5 errors/statement
Source : Electrical and control aspects of the sizewell В PWR, Int. Conf. Sept. 15,92

By use of rigorous formalized coding methods error density
can be limited to < 1. lQr6 errors/statement
Source : SILT development

coding 0.5%

coding 0.009%

Equipment diversity is not adequate to cope with software errors

Evaluation of software errors
KWUR241
13.11.92
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Diversity is considered as a mean to cope with common
cause failures

The quality of diversity is determined by the residual potential
of common cause failures

A judgement about the quality of diversity requires knowledge
about the potential of common cause failures

Failure models

Fundamentals
KWU R 241
26.08.92
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erroneous
manufacturing

C.2.3

Categories of common-caiise-failures
KWUR24I
S I I О?
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System SW

0

Operating System:
• tiny real-time kernel and communication-services,
• comprises only functions actuaiy heeded,
• developed ace. IEC 880

Runtime Environment:
• interface to operating system and target system's,
• serves as communication and maintenance and operating interface to

the functional diagram modules,
• operates cyclicaly and invokes functional diagram modules,
• includes exception handier and HW íriverá

Function Block Modules:
• library of appr. 50 multiple usable function blocks,
• perform the basic 8|дпШ processing of the function
• completely ihtiepeh^Wíròm target |уШЙ-ё HW&ndoperating system

Self-Supervision:
• runs as background task,
• periodically checks àtt HjW componenets,
• without degrading normal operation

Digitale Sicherheitsleittechnik



I&C functions

runtime environment

operating system

Hardware node 1

Interface task

control room
tervtee center
other Interface tasks

diagnosis '•
maintenance
validation
communication

I&C functions

diagnosis
maintenance
validation
communication

runtime environment

operating system

Hardware node 2

Software structure Copyright

KWU E451
SIEMENS AG 1991 All Rights Reserved 22.04.91
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operating system
software
(MICROS)

1

self-
test

driver
for
peripheral
devices

run-time
environment

exception -
handier

group
module

1

functional
diagram
module

11
function-
block
module

function-
block
module

TIT
- functional

diagram
module

11
function-
block
module

j

function-
block
module

Software Structure of the On-line-System KWU R241
2.9.93
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MZ4I
Copyright© SIEMENS AG 1991 All Rights Reserved 09.07.92

Userinterface

Consistency
Check

Control
of

Code
Generation

Printer-
driver,
List-
generator

rule-
based
duplica-
tion

Funktional-
Diagram
Editor

verif i-
cation
tool

Í
1

Code-
generator
FDG

verif i-
cation
tool

Compiler
Linker

Locater

I

Code-
generator
RTE

Legend:
Use of Data

Relation Stored in Database

1

I I Program or Procedure

t \ Data or Module

OSS Operating System Software
FB Function Block
FDG Functional Diagram Group
RTE Real-time Environment

Interfaces of Code Production KWU R241
2.9.93
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Process engineering
task definition

manual

functional
diagram

I&C engineering
hardware dssing

hardware
specification I

automatic

code of
I&C functions

off-line-code

code of
runtime
environment

on-line-code

code of
target equip-
ment

Verification
by

process engineer

Verification
by

I&C engineer

Validation
by

process and
I&C engineer

Software production Copyright © SIEf'NS AG 1991 All Rights Reserved

KWU E45Ï
22.04.91



Safety system
requirements

performance
requirements

I
design criteria

functional
requirements

system
engineering

expert

OPAL

SPACE
formal INGRES

software D a tabase
specification

factory
testfield

Editor code
generator

load
measure-

ment

Plotter

Interface
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Interface

I&C expert

System validation
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A phase model according to national or international
standards (e.g. IEC 880) serves as basis for verification,
validation and licensing.

Problems arise from requirements for quantification
of common cause failure rates.

Conventions about acceptable numbers for common
cause failure rates may be helpful, but such numbers
should not be given in standards (e.g. IEC SC65A
(CO) 123). They are no natural constants. They depend
on different factors like manufacturing, complexity,
type of equipment, independence

Other points of interest:
Definition of the state of the art
Harmonisation of IEC/ISÒ standards
Interface between different engineering branches
One step or multi step licensing
List of documents

to be assessed
to be given to the public

Backfitting and licensing
Gathering of statistical material with

respect to common cause failures

Summary: Verification, Validation and Licensing
KWU R241
2.9.93
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Verification and Validation Issues for
Digitally-Based NPP Safety Systems

by

Agu R. Ets
Smartware Associates, Inc.

Laurel Maryland 20707-3105, U.S.A

Abstract

The trend toward standardization, integration and reduced costs has led
to increasing use of digital systems in reactor protection systems. While
digital systems provide maintenance and performance advantages, their
use also introduces new safety issues, in particular with regard to
software. Current practice relies on verification and validation (V&V) to
ensure the quality of safety software. However effective V&V must be
done in conjunction with a structured software development process and
must consider the context of the safety system application.

This paper presents some of the issues and concerns that impact on the
V&V process. These include documentation of systems requirements,
common mode failures, hazards analysis and independence. These
issues and concerns arose during evaluations of NPP safety systems for
advanced reactor designs and digital I&C retrofits for existing nuclear
plants in the United States. The pragmatic lessons from actual systems
reviews can provide a basis for further refinement and development of
guidelines for applying V&v to NPP safety systems.

1.0 Introduction

Software is now an important part of several safety systems. However,
the software component is introduced into the system as an embedded
element in a system which is designed and tested as if it were hardware.
The quality assurance techniques applied to such system are often
hardware-oriented and neglect to consider the peculiarities of software
failure modes.

Application of V&V can provide assurance that the software in an NPP
safety system is correct to the state requirements. The V&V process
provides a review of the development of the software, and ensures that
the software does what the software specification requires, i.e. the
software provides the 'correct answer.' However, now it is prudent to ask
whether the software specification itself is correct with respect to the
system specification. If the software specification is not reflective of the
system specification, we have the "correct answer1 to the 'wrong
question.' V&V is a critical element of the system design process and
must be defined in the context of the system requirements. V&V must be
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an adjunct to any software development process where high reliability is
a requirement.

To establish a common reference point, let us define what is meant by
V&V. Verification and validation are separate activities performed in
parallel with the development of software. V&V reviewers work
independently of the development team to ensure that each phase is
implemented correctly resulting in quality software that is reliable,
testable and traceable to the system requirements.

The execution of V&V during the development of safety system software
is a formal process that should be supported by written evidence. The
documentation must indicate the following basic information as a) What
products were verified? b) What was the criteria or basis for the V&V?
c) What were the results of the V&V? and d) Who were the reviewers and
what were their qualifications?

Furthermore, this documentation of the V&V process provides regulatory
agencies with an insight into the software development process and
enables them to determine whether the software is in compliance with
applicable criteria.

This paper presents some of the issues and concerns that impact on the
V&V process. These include documentation of systems requirements,
common mode failures, hazards analysis and independence. These
issues and concerns arose during evaluations of NPP safety systems for
advanced reactor designs and digital I&C retrofits for existing nuclear
plants in the United States. The pragmatic lessons from actual systems
reviews can provide a basis for further refinement and development of
guidelines for applying V&V to NPP safety systems.

2.0 Systems Requirements

Safety software can only be as complete and correct as the system
requirements, because "... safety is not just a software problem, but
rather a system problem." [Ref. 1] The system requirements for a
software-based safety system should be based on clearly identified safety
principles as well as the functions to be performed. Historically,.errors
that remain in software after the system has become operational, are
design errors that result from a misunderstanding of system
requirements. For this reason, it is important that the software
evaluation begins with verification and review of the system level
requirements.

The experience from actual evaluations indicates that the system
requirements are often deficient. In the case of analog-to-digital
retrofits, the assumption has been made that since the digital system is a
'one-for-one1 replacement, there is no need for system engineering, nor to
revalidate the system specification. While the major functions can be
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derived from the analog system specification, the impact of software
related system functions like timing, throughput, task scheduling, self-
testing, health monitoring, data highway traffic, and interfaces to the
plant computer and operator interface are not considered in the system
requirements. Design decisions in these areas are often left to the
programmer, who makes system decisions on the basis of programming
expediency or default settings rather than system level requirements.
The problems caused by these design decisions often do not become
apparent until the system is in final testing. Then there is a mad
scramble to correct the problems and add quality post-facto. Such an
approach is not good engineering, nor should it be acceptable for safety
systems.

For advanced reactor safety system designs, the system requirements
provided no design approach for the software. The system requirements
did not indicate how the decision logic, which in an analog design is a
parallel process, would be implemented by the software, which is a serial
process. Consideration of the interaction of the software elements with
each other, and specific design constraints regarding error handling, task
priority, data integrity, interrupt handling and fault tolerance remained
undefined in the system requirements.

System requirements that satisfy safety principles are the basis for any
safety system software and define the design inputs to any software
development process [Ret. 2]. These requirements are also the basis for
V&V which must begin at the system level. Verification of system
functions also provides requirements that are reviewable by an
independent team. Since the software failures in most computer related
accidents can be traced to inadequacies in the requirements
specifications [Ref. 3], this is where verification is most acutely needed.
Camurati and Prinetto [Ref. 4] observed that "... a verified design is only
as good as the specification."

Allocation of safety system functions to the software domain is the basis
for the software requirements. It is during the software requirements
phase that many important system design decisions are being made and
where latent and potentially costly errors can be introduced. The
development of software requirements from the system, requirements is
a critical step in software development and should go through a rigorous
"test" or verification in accordance with accepted standards or criteria
such as the updated ANSI/IEEE Std 7-4.3.2 [Ref. 5] in the USA, IEC 880
[Ref. 6] in Europe, or AECL/Onatrio Hydro standards [Ref. 7] in Canada.

The software specification provides the foundation for sound software
development as well as effective verification and validation activities.
The software specification describes the software behavior in the design
basis operational envelope as a series of individual requirements. The
specification must also be clear on what the software is NOT to do; i.e. no
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unintended functions. A reliable and testable specification is correct,
complete, consistent and feasible.

3.0 Common Mode Failures of Software

Software does not wear out in use and there are no random failures in
software. The hardware utilized to run the software can suffer from
random failures which then lead to system failures. Software failures
are manifestations of existing, embedded errors that are encountered by
a processing sequence resulting from an unforeseen and untested set of
external environmental factors. These external environmental factors
can affect all instances of the safety software, thus resulting in a
common mode failure (CMF).

Historic experience demonstrates that software seldom is 100% error-free
and most errors in stable software products are design errors. These
errors lie hidden until events cause them to become discovered, often
manifested as a common mode failure. Design deficiencies that can
result in common mode failures are addressed by a methodical, step-by-
by step design and development process such as called out by V&V
requirements [Ref. 8]. V&V provides assurances that the design process
is in fact carried out as planned and also verifies that the steps have been
correctly transformed. In order to uncover these design errors and
reduce CMF susceptibility, a rigorous verification process must be
applied to the safety system software.

Review of the advanced reactor safety system designs indicated that
many elements of the software for both the protection and control
systems could be the same, since no constraints on this commonalty
were stipulated. An undetected software error in one of the common
modules could cause a common mode failure of both the control and
protection systems. The CMF of software, and its consequences, is an
important part of the safety evaluation because of the number of
microprocessors that were proposed for the safety system.

Faults and errors in software must be anticipated by designers of safety
system software. The designers of safety systems software must
consider the effects of embedded errors in the program.code when these
errors are encountered in an operational environment. Effects such as
electromagnetic interference (EMI), temperature, unexpected changes in
external variables and data corruption can cause new control loci to be
traversed, which leads to the embedded errors. The manifestation of
these errors are faults which can result in unanticipated actions or a CMF
of the safety systems.

Although the requirements of IEEE 603 [Ref. 9] are predicated on random
single failures, and CMF has not been considered by ANSI/IEEE Std 7-4.3.2
[Réf. S], CMF should not be overlooked in assessing or verifying safety
software. The requirements of NUREG 0493 [Ref. 10] were developed to
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ensure that the potential to propagate a CMF, and the effect of a CMF on
other systems are fully considered in any protection system design. An
effective verification program together with sufficient design diversity
can satisfy the criteria of NUREG 0493 and ensure that protection against
CMF has been considered in the design of the safety system.

4.0 Hazards Analysis

Software by itself does not create a hazard; rather software becomes
hazardous through the system that it controls or ceases to control.
Hazard analysis is the review of the safety requirements with emphasis
on failure modes more than on functions. A hazard analysis done early
in the software design will indicate areas where failures have the most
impact, i.e. areas of the software where failures will result in the most
hazardous conditions. These indications can be used as guidance to the
V&V reviewers in applying their resources most effectively to areas that
can result in the most hazardous conditions. Leveson feels that safety
requirements should be verified separately [Ref. 11], thus focusing
attention on the safety criteria that the software must satisfy. The
Canadian procedures [Ref. 12] use a code-level hazard analysis as a
specific verification tool to focus on the safety behavior of the software.
In both cases, the assumption is made that a system level hazard
analysis has already been carried out. If the hazard analysis identifies an
apparent conflict between safety and functional requirements, this may
indicate that the requirements have to be revisited.

Hazard analysis allows the hazards to be identified and then verified
with regard to the impact, and its results on the system. Good hazard
analysis is hierarchical and structured based on documentation.
Generally hazard analysis should be straightforward because all of the
documentation needed should be accessible as part of good engineering
practice. For example, the functional requirements and the
comprehensive design description at the system level are two key
documents for establishing the basis for hazard analysis. Hazard
analysis will point out the weakest parts of the system design and
indicate areas where the V&V should be concentrated. This is
particularly true in safety related systems which are not held to as high a
regulatory standard as safety systems. Hazard analysis js being used as
a tool in determining the extent of V&V necessary for such systems.

5.0 Independence

A key ingredient in an effective verification process is the independence
of the verifier. V&V provides for a reviewing agent to work in parallel
with, but independent of, the development team to ensure that human
errors do not affect the production of quality software that is reliable and
testable. The verifying agent must be independent of the developing
organization, which means that the verifying agent is not a part of the
developing organization nor subject to the cost and schedule pressures
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of the developing organization. Although the verifier must work closely
with the development team throughout the life-cycle, he should report to
someone not connected with the development project.

A number of questions arise in evaluating independence, the key one
being the definition of independence. Obviously outside consultants like
those hired by some vendors, are independent, although it should be
made clear that the consultant's reporting responsibility lies outside of
the development group. Independence could also be defined as a
function of reporting structure, because in large companies the verifier is
taken from another organization within the company, as long the verifier
is insulated from the cost and schedule pressures of the development
team.

Another vendor provided a weaker form of independence. The
verification, executed as part of the code walkthrough, was often done by
a new member of the development team. While undoubtedly a good way
to get a fresh look, and assessment of the software, the new members
independence evaporates as he or she becomes an integral part of the
development team.

For other vendors, the required independence for V&V was not clearly
stated in either the Software Management Plan (SMP) nor in the
Verification and Validation Plan (WP). The vendors did not seem to
differentiate between the QA functions and the V&V functions, although
such a separation is clearly called for by IEEE 7-4.3.2. For example, the
SMP provides for the Project Manager (PM) to appoint the V&V Review
Team (VRT), including at least one member who does not report to the
PM. This member's independence can be considered compromised by
virtue of being appointed by the PM. By implication, the other members
of the VRT do report to the PM, and the impact of the "independent-
member may be diluted by the "dependent" members of the VRT.

Independence is important for V&V because it brings an alternative
perspective to the verification effort. People associated with a
development project tend to develop a feel or kinship which is based on
a common view of the system and its objectives. Bringing in a fresh look
will provide an unbiased assessment of the requirements and how they
are being implemented by the development process.

However, independence is not a panacea. In an experiment on N-version
programming [Ref. 13] Leveson reported common mode failure of
software which seemed to be due to the common software engineering
education of the students who were taking part in the experiment. In the
experiment, the students produced many different versions of the same
program, exhibiting similar types of errors. Common faults in diverse
programming were also found in the Halden Project [Ref. 14]. Such
sources of design errors would seem to diminish the importance of the
independence assumption for V&V. However, the diverse programming
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project subjects had the same objective, to produce code. An
independent verifier is looking at the software development with a
different objective, looking to understand the documentation and to see
whether the documentation is a correct transformation from the previous
phase. A verifier not connected with the development team can be
skeptical, will not make any assumptions, and ask that the "... 'i's be
dotted and the 4's be crossed" in the development documentation.

6.0 Conclusions

It is generally accepted that V&V is an effective means for ensuring the
reliability of safety system software. However, our experience in
reviewing advance reactor and retrofit safety systems has shown that
V&V cannot be applied in a vacuum, but must implemented in a broader
context of a structured software development process. Any guidelines
for the application of V&V should consider the following points:

a. The system specification must be verified to provide a baseline
for the software specification.

b. Verification of the software specification will ensure that
subsequent V&V tasks will be based on criteria which has been
determined to be correct.

с Documentation needs to be complete because these provide
the inputs to the software process.

d. V&V must be done systematically and repeated for every
change to the software, with formal written documentation for
each verification step executed.

e. Hazard analysis provides insight into the system design
identifying the parts of the system where limited V&V
resources should be applied.

f. Verification review of the weak areas indicated by hazard
analysis the will often reveal potential CMFs.

g. independence ensures an unbiased review.
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INTRODUCTION

Software use in safety systems is increasing.

V&V is predicated on software specification.

V&V is independent of software
development.

V&V is a documented process.

V&V documentation can support regulatory
evaluations.
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V&V RELATED ISSUES

Systems requirements.

Common mode failures of software.

Hazard analysis.

Independence of V&V.

>—j V&V ISSUES FOR NPP SAFETY SYSTEMS
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

System specification must consider software.

Design approach for safety software is often
absent.

Verification is only as good as the underlying
specification.

Standards used:

- ANSI/IEEE Std 7-4.3.2 (USA)

- IEC 880 (Europe)

AECL/ Ontario Hydro Stds (Canada)

V 4
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COMMON MODE FAILURE
OF SOFTWARE

Software does not wear out.

Design errors cause failures.

Common software across many systems.

NUREG 0493 for CMF analysis

Г V&V ISSUES FOR NPP SAFETY SYSTEMS
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HAZARD ANALYSIS

Identify most vulnerable areas.

Allow directed application of V&V resources.

Hazard Analysis can uncover documentation
weaknesses.
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INDEPENDENCE

• V&V is done parallel to software
development.

• Criteria: Freedom from cost and schedule
pressure.

• Forms of Independence.

Outside consultant.

Separate group in company.

• - New member of development group

Review group of inside & outside people.

• Independence adds another dimension to
V&V.

ЪМ ISSUfcS FOR NHM адндту
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Vo

CONCLUSIONS

The system specification must be verified.

Software specification is basis of subsequent
V&V tasks.

Documentation needs to be complete.

V&V must have formal written
documentation.

Hazard analysis identifies system weakness
for V&V resources.

Verification will often reveal potential CMFs.

Independence ensures an unbiased review.
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A "method" approach, by fixing a strict framework, aims- at reducins the number of
residual errors in the software and guaranteeing the level of quality required through
a life cycle broken down into phases leading to intermediate products which are
easily verifiable and traceable and can even be measured.

1.2. Software life cycle

Fig 1 shows the position of the software cycle in the framework of the system
development cycle. It is not our intention in this paragraph to go into all the details of
the activities or the products associated with each phase - they are described in the
document IEC 880 and also in EDF quality guidelines. Instead, our aim is to
emphasise some important aspects of the cycle which could have an effect on the
qualification approach.

The cycle of software development includes three important processes :

- development process of the software, in other words the creation of the software
according to specifications and constraints defined by the customer,

- verification and validation process which allows you to check the software has been
correctly developed and that it, in each of the phases, meets the specifications of the
previous or associated phase,

- quality process which aims to show the degree of confidence one can have in the
conformity of the product to the baseline of the project (development methodology,
control adapted to the class of software).

The logic of this approach lies in the fact that a control corresponds to each
development operation.

a) The various development phases and their chronology, their associated activities
and their key points are usually described in the project development plan.

For each of the activities, the input and output, the conditions for passing from one
phase to the following phase and the methods and tools used are all defined.

b) Software verification and validation is an activity which is parallel to production. It
consists of analysis operations (static control) and tests (dynamic control).

.Analysis procedures (cf. fig. 2) include specification, design and code reviews.

They aim to show the completeness, coherence and conformity :

1) of the software specifications in relation to system specifications,
2) of the design in relation to the software specifications and
3) of the coding in relation to the design.

In other respects, this analysis makes it possible not only to check that the
standards of design, coding and the testability of the software architecture have
been respected, but also to be sure that the quality and dependability constraints
have been taken into account.
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1. QUALIFICATION AND SOFTWARE

General safety regulations require a certain level of qualification before using control
command systems ; these requirements apply to all components of the system, particularly
to the software.

EDF, with its role of contracting authority and power plant operator must consequently
show, to the full satisfaction of the Authorities and in conformity with the French quality
decree (1984), that the appropriate provisions have been made to ensure that the
development of the software is adapted to the quality, dependability and performance
requirements applicable to a project. This guarantee covers software produced by EDF as
well as by EDF sub-contractors.

.After a brief reminder of the objectives and main activities associated with the different
phases in the software life cycle, in this chapter we will high-light some specific aspects
which will determine the volume of tasks and the approach leading to the qualification.

1.1. Characteristics associated with the software

The software for programmed control command systems, like any other important real
time software project, is characterised by :

- a large number of multi-skilled intervening parties : it is necessary to ensure the
communication and coordination of tasks which are often carried out in parallel ;

- quality requirements, in particular dependability : it is necessary to build up this
quality, check it has been obtained and maintain the level ;

- very complex processing : it is necessary to master the system development by using
a methodical and hierarchical breakdown structure into observable, traceable,
testable and maintainable elements ;

the coupling between elements of the system introducing secondary effects
necessary to limit coupling and confine these effects or made them visible ;

it is

the ease with which one can modify functionalities and perform evolutions : it is
necessary to ensure the management of configurations and versions by specially
adapted rules of identification, traceability and development ;

the impossibility of ensuring an exhaustive test coverage ; it is necessary to define a
sufficient coherent verification and control strategy in particular by fixing end of test
criteria adapted to dependability and quality objectives.

A "product" approach can be envisaged, by using and following-up quantifiable
quality criteria through the software development process However this has the
disadvantage of bringing problems to light after the event.
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The tests (cf. figs 2 and 3) include module tests, module integration tests and
software hardware integration tests, and also cover the functional and structural
aspects, the nominal and failure operating modes, and the strength of the software.

The aim of the module tests is to show that the module carries out all -and only all-
of the foreseen functions

The integration tests make it possible to ensure, on the one hand, the compatibility
of the modules when used together and the compatibility of the software and the
hardware, and on the other hand to check the architecture used (performance, data
flow, control flow...)

The software equipment integration and validation tests show in particular that the
software corresponds to its specifications in its operational equipment
environment. These operations can be carried out in two stages - firstly tests on
host hardware compatible with the target hardware then further tests on the target
hardware and its operational environment.

c) Quality assurance (cf. fig. 3) is applicable to :

- the development activities and reviews,
- the tests,
- the software configuration management,
- the documentation associated with development and verification and validation.

The analysis of the functional tests coverage makes it possible to show in an
appropriate way the conformity to each requirement.

The analysis of the coverage of the structural tests is aimed at using each element
of the software and checking that there are no undesirable functions.

A software quality plan describes all the steps taken to guarantee the level of quality ;
this concerns, amongst other things, verification and validation activities and their
frequency, the software modification management procedure, the acceptance and
qualification procedure, the documentation plan, the intervening parties responsibility
(cf. example of a quality plan in the GPQLI1).

The form and content of the documentation associated with the project must be
such that it can be understood and easily traced by people outside the
development team.

1.Э. Baseline for software development

At this stage of the project it consists mainly of :

1 GPQLI : Guide de rédaction de plan de développement et de Plan Qualité relatif aux Logiciels Industriels.
EDF-DER. January 1990.
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- IEC 880 or RCC-E C3000. C5000 (AFCEN2) recommendations,

- system functional specifications files, with interface specifications with other
hardware in the power plant and technical and performance characteristics (including
dependability objectives).

- contractual quality clauses.

- software specification files describing its operations and the dependability and
quality objectives and constraints.

- different methodological documents which are applicable to the project : software
quality plan, development plan, configuration management plan (the development
and configuration management plans can be included in the quality plan),

- qualification plan.

The development baseline of the software must be the result of a formal
agreement beetween the customer and the supplier so as to be sure of the
coherence and completeness of the documents and that they conform to the objectives.
The contracting authority (customer) has to ensure the compatibility of the
methods and plans used by the supplier or sub-contractor to meet the
requirements wich are important for the project.

1.4. Activities linked to the software qualification.

The qualification activities linked to the software in fact cover three different
complementary levels of verification and validation activities.

Supplier level :

Prime contractor level

Contracting authority level:

The designer's validation activities make it
possible to check that the software corresponds :
1) to its specifications and
2) to the quality, test coverage, documentation

and software traceability requirements.

Validation consists of checking the
appropriateness of the equipment or of the system
with its specifications in an operational
environment.

It is checked and guaranteed that the programmed
system corresponds to all the regulatory and
technical baselines in the final configuration
used. This level constitutes the interface with the
safety authorities.

- AFCEN : Association Française pour les règles de conception et de construction des matériels des Chaudières
Electro-Nucléaires.
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This approach is only viable if the planning and sharing of the tasks are decided as
from the beginning of the project, with a clear definition of the roles and objectives at
each level of intervening parties and a clear definition of the conformity elements
which need to be provided (definition of a documentation plan). These activities must
form the subject of technical clauses and contractual quality clauses.

The supervision of the suppliers or sub-contractors by using key points in the
development plan must also be planned in advance. In other respects, the
independence of the validation actions at each level is to be obtained and adhered to.

The conformity means are, in general, made up of analysis and test coverage
assessment documents, as well as specification, audit reports and planned review
documents.

The system documentation plan is to be defined in the contractual quality clauses and
in the suppliers quality plans ; it is divided between qualification documents (relevant
papers) and industrial technical documents. This plan must form the subject of an
agreement with the safety authorities.

1.4.1. Software categories

All the activities which result in ensuring traceable and maintainable products
which are dependable, are costly in terms of means and verification and
validation operations, hence the idea of modulating the effort of control
depending on a classification of the software according to its critical status to
obtain the necessary correct quality level adapted to the situation.

The preliminary risk analysis must result in a classification of operations in
relation to the consequences if they break down on the behaviour or reaction of
the power plant (safety category 1E/2E, non-safety category ...)

The RCC-E requirements only take into consideration two categories of
software (safety, non-safety) without stating precisely the criteria making it
possible to associate them with the function classification and without
envisaging clearly the possibility of the co-existence of different categories of
software in the same hardware or a part of the hardware. The verification and
validation activities are described for each of the different categories.

Concerning the IEC documents, the standard EEC 880 only applies to software
which requires high reliability (software classified safety), the other software
being in the domain of the standard IEC 639.

Whatever the class of software, the method to follow is similar, the difference
being in the relevant papers that have to be presented to the safety authorities.

The software which is classified "safety" will require demonstrations tc show
that it conforms to a method (attainment and durable nature of the quality of the
product) and that it conforms to a larger number of stricter specifications
(attainment and durable nature of the required software product), than those
required for software classified "non-safety".



The objective to optimise the global effort of verification and validation to a
level which is technically feasible, economically reasonable and acceptable for
the safety authorities is reached by

- a greater modulation of verification and validation constraints by takinü into
consideration more categories of software

- using architecture and mechanisms which ensure the independence of the
critical functions in comparison with non-critical functions within the same
piece of hardware ("partitioning")

At EDF level, the "Ad Hoc" EDF work team on the "Quality of Control
Command software" has defined a list of the compulsory minimum quality tests
for three categories of application.

- Cl. Human safety or security (category subdivided into sub-groups СП,
C12),

- C2 : Safety of the hardware equipment, economic risks,
- C3 : Without direct repercussion on the process.

Just for information, in the aeronautics sector, the document DO 178 A defines
three levels of software development in association with three categories
concerning the critical nature of the hardware (CRITICAL, ESSENTIAL, and
NON ESSENTIEL). This number of levels of software was increased to five in
the DO 178 B. In the space sector, four software levels are used.

1.4.2. System software - Application software

The dividing of programmed system software into system software, application
software and application data is in answer to the logic which brings specific
problems into the process of operating qualification, in particular concerning :

- the contribution to the global system dependability of each software element
and tools used in their development,

- the independence of the different software programmes,
- the classification of the software programmes and consequently of the

associated verification and validation activities,
- the control of the effects of a modification at the level of the systems software,

the application software and the data or related to the tools.

In general the system software governs the internal operating mechanisms of the
Digital Control System from a determinist programme using library modules
such as . self-test, organisation of input/output, organisation modules of
transmission networks and operator dialogue.

The application software carries out functions associated with the process,
based on series of modules belonging to a library of sample charts. These
modules which are independent from those of the system software, are
parametric.



The application data consists of, for a large part, modifiable parameters,
implanted in memory components which are physically independent from the
support components of the system and application software.

The application software and the data, which can be duplicated on several
redundant elements, make up a common failure mode, the consequences of
which must be analysed in terms of protection mechanisms used (cyclical
desynchronisation, probability test. . .).

One of the ways to minimise the number of residual errors in the software
consists in applying a strict development methodology and systematic
verification.

The requirements applicable to each type of software (in general developed
by different teams) must be clearly established on a level of software
specifications and contractual quality clauses which the software quality
plan must satisfy.

The role of the contracting authority is to ensure the coherence and
completeness of the different teams approaches and their conformity to the
global quality and dependability objectives. In particular they must use means
of traceability to be sure of the coherence of the system software, the
application software and the data which are designes, developed and
maintained by different teams. This traceability constitutes a means of
demonstrating the conformity for qualification.

The generation of test specifications for qualification and validation can only
become effective when analysis has shown answers to questions such as those
given below.

- What type of application software corresponds to the most unfavourable case
for the Digital Control System (on the shelf system + system software)?

- What type of application enables the system software to detect the maximum
number of failure case?

- What influence do the application software and application data have on the
dependability of the programmed system?

- What are the failures envisaged to activate the system faults tolerance
mechanism?

- What impact do the tools used have on the development of application and
data software in terms of latent errors?

In other respects, any modification in the application software or data (e.g.
addition of supplementary functions) must not put in question the validity
of the system software verification and validation procedures. This aspect
should be confirmed by analysis and testing.
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In the same way a coherence study of the applications and application data must
be carried out if the system software is modified, as any modifications may put
in question the strength and coverage rate of some protection and strength
mechanisms of the system.

In short, the application software and data which can be modified by the user
must be such that

- the modifiable part is separate from the non-modifiable part (as a precaution at
the level of hardware equipment, software or tools) and has no impact on the
system in the event of failure.

- the part modified by the user is demonstrated to work correctly.
Demonstration methods can vary depending on the application category.

- dependability aspects linked to the modifiable pans of the software are
considered from the start of the project.

These aspects must be the subject of specific test plans to demonstrate the
coverage and efficiency of the precautions in the worst possible cases :
undetected errors in the data or application.

1.4.3. Traceability and documentation

For systems in the safety category, the principle of an independent verification
and validation by people who have not taken part in the development is
required.

This constraint implies that from the very beginning of the project there is total
visibility on the traceability of all requirements specified throughout the
software documentation and the verification and validation procedures.

The coverage of the use of specifications is normally carried out by means of
"vertically" traceable matrixes, this ensuring that the coverage between the
documents from one phase to the next one is visible ; the unit of traceability is
often the paragraph or subparagraph (hence the interest in a specification
document having only one requirement per paragraph).

The "downward" traceability (in the V software development cycle) makes it
possible to be sure that each specification item is taken into account in the
developed software and in the documentation. The "upward" traceability (from
the coding phase to the specifications) forms a link between a modification
request and its impact on the software and documentation. This makes it
possible to be sure that the modification has been carried out correctly and that
configuration developments are visible.



Each level of breaking down a specification and each specific requirement
(dependability for example) must be covered by appropriate tests. The coverage
analysis of these tests is carried out by means of horizontally traceable matrixes,
clearly linking the specification, represented in various ways, with the
corresponding test runs (an example is given in fig. 5)

Л correct configuration management makes it possible to establish the one-to-
one correspondence between a version of the software and the appropriate
version of the test runs.

I 4 4 Qualification of reused software

The reuse of existing software or software packages is, in principle, possible
provided that global requirements applicable to the project are satisfied.

Previous qualifications and/or operating experience may make it possible to
reduce the conformity demonstration (RCC-E C5450 - C5451) which must
result in the assurance that all constraints are covered for example :

- the assurance that the hardware works well in plausible operating conditions,
- the assurance that dependability mechanisms cover thoroughly software

behaviour (source of error, value domain),
- the compatibility of the operations of verification and validation and of

quality assurance applied to the software with the project requirements.

.4 5 Qualification of software tools

The qualification of the tools should not, in theory, be required so long as any
potential errors introduced during software development can be detected and
corrected by means of a planned and systematic verification and validation
procedure. It becomes necessary if this verification and validation procedure is
reduced or done away with because of the use of the tool.

The effort of qualification depends on the risks run when the tool is used :
masking or introducing errors.

A number of general criteria can be taken into account for the qualification of
the tool : its previous use, its operating history, the availability and quality of its
documentation (of use and development), the degree of formality of its input
and output... However, the validation of the tool remains the main criterion.
This validation aims to show that :

- the tool, in normal operating conditions, carries out correctly the functions
defined in its specifications

- it does not introduce or hide any errors in both normal and abnormal
operating conditions.



The extent of the reduction in verification as well as the criteria to be taken into
account in the process of qualifying the tool must be negotiated case by case
with the safety authorities within the framework of a special procedure.

The qualification of a tool is not general, it applies to a particular project and
has to lead to the following documentation

- a "Qualification Plan",

- a "Validation Plan" as well as the associated "Procedures and Results",

- a "Quality Plan".

- the "Tool specifications" as well as its "User manual"

The qualified too's must be covered by the configuration management
procedure and be the subject of a vigorous modification management
procedure.

.4.6 The software qualification plan ("Saying what one is going to do")

This document, proposed by the supplier, defines the project characteristics and
environment, the verification and validation objectives, strategy, methods and
procedures, aiming to show that the developed software conforms to its
specifications.

It includes or is also based on the following elements usually found in a quality
plan :

- development plan and estimated general schedule,

- software documentation plan (reference documentation and documentation to
be supplied),

- analysis of the envisaged verification and validation coverage and treaceability,

- organisation, role and responsibilities of intervening parties,

- description of development tools.

- description of software or reused system elements with envisaged relevant
documents.

This document should be approved by the contracting authority, prime
contractor and safety authorities because it constitutes the contract from which
the supplier will work.



1 4 7 Drawing up verification and validation and test plans ("Doing what was said")

The terms of the verification and validation plan depend on the category of the
software in question. In general it contains the audit, analysis, review or
inspection operations and the test plans.

These test plans (for validation, integration and modules^ must be drawn up at
particular key points in the life-cycle (cf. fig. 1 ) and serve as a reference for the
verification of the correct use of specifications for each downward phase of the
V software life cycle. An example procedure for drawing up these plans is
shown in fig. 4. The plan starts out a given phase and stops at the phase of
carrying out the corresponding tests.

The software verification and validation plan must contain, among other
things :

- the objectives, strategy and methods envisaged,

- the acceptance procedures and criteria,

- the objectives and guidelines for coverage analysis,

- the identification of the test environment, test tools and the methods for their
use,

- the guidelines for verification after a modification.

It can form part of the development plan.

Test reports constitute the means of conformity for the software and
programmed system verification and validation activities.

1.4.8. Software qualification review ("Saying what was done")

This formal review is envisaged to make sure the planned operations to qualify
the software product at each level of intervention (supplier, prime contractor,
contracting authority) are complete.

It covers the following elements :

- the completeness of verification and quality assurance operations and the
availability of the corresponding reports,

- the traceability of requirements throughout the documentation from the
specifications to the validation documents (especially for requirements to do
with safety),

- the completeness and updating of the necessary documentation,

- the solving of problems that come up,

fage-W—



- the justification of discrepancies in comparison with the specifications and the
qualification plan.

- the capacity of the software to be reproduced from its source code, the
support system, and the host system.

- the regeneration of the binary code.

- the repetitiveness of the test runs.

- the identification of the configuration of the qualified elements and the support
system development tools.

- the security of the archives

This review must be completed for each software configuration developed.
When the software is modified, a subset of these requirements, determined by
the extent of the modification, may be considered sufficient (to be negotiated
between the contracting authority and safety authorities).

A software synthesis document (summary of the tasks), which evaluates the
activities and makes reference to all the relevant documents constitutes an
essential conformity document for this phase of the project.

In short, the main rules associated with the qualification of the software can be
summed up as follows :

- Saying what one is going to do (characteristics reference list) :

- qualification plan, quality plan...,

- standards.

- Doing what was said :

- application of development rules and reference standards,

- "vertical" traceability : each specification element is taken into
account in the design, then in the code units. The reasons and
consequences of a modification are traced,

- "horizontal" traceability each specification, design and coding
element leads to a test,

- test with со erage rate notion,

- modification management,

- management of the software configuration including management of :
code version, test runs, documentation, compilers and other tools.



Saying what was done :

- software synthesis document (summary of tasks),

- confisuration file
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2. DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE QUALIFICATION OF PROGRAMMED
SYSTEMS

The qualification of a programmed system, is the result of a process parallel to the
development cycle. Its main stages are imposed by the strategy of integrating various
components of the programmed system and by the availability of means to show that the
criteria applicable to safety classified hardware are fulfilled and that the functional
requirements are respected in the whole field of operational conditions.

At the level of the system, qualification demonstration is mainly based on the functional
tests of interconnected equipments which are considered as validated (cf life cycle fig. 1).

Different stages can be envisaged to validate the equipments and the system :

- platform validation with simulated environment.

- operational site validation with partially or totally simulated environment,

- operational site validation with endurance tests.

The objectives and specific aspects of each of these stages must be defined at the beginning
of the project in the verification and validation plans of each equipment and of the system.

The general qualification plan of the programmed system federates all of these plans and
validation phases.

2.1. Qualification plan

This document constitutes a declaration of intention which specifies what the
contracting authority (in association with the prime contractor and the suppliers)
wants to do, which reglementary and technical requirements he has the intention of
satisfying, how he envisages doing it, and when he hopes to finish.

Essentially, this introductory document must be given to the safety authorities to start
discussions on a work programme. It contains a minimum of the following sections :

- the definition of the reglementary and technical baseline,

- the objectives of the qualification,

- the presentation of the programmed system,

- the industrial organisation,

- the quality and dependability objectives of the system,

- the classification of the functions and software,



- the description of the architecture rules and precautions (redundancy,
dissymmetry. )

- the development plan dealing, in particular, with the integration stages.

- the description of expected performances.

- the conditions of the operational environment,

- the demonstration methods and techniques of the requirements,

- the general test programme (hardware aspect, cf chapter 2.3),

- the general validation programme (cf. chapter 2.4),

- the means of validation,

- the documentation plan,

- the system quality plan, including the organisation of modification management,

- the follow-up and control plan of the subcontractors' activities.

The qualification plan must also present the main key-points of the approach and
specify phase by phase :

- the baseline,

- the objectives,

- the input and output,

- the interfaces,

- the responsibilities.

- the criteria for moving on to the next phase.

The hierarchical and functional links between the various intervening parties
(development team, quality team, test team, ...) and the communication procedures
must also be specified, especially when the independence of verification and validation
teams is required. This aspect is all the more important because EDF has to play
several roles, including that of user.

Some general recommendations must allow a harmonisation of means and procedures,
and of the form of documentation.



2.3. General test programme

This programme mainly covers the hardware aspect of the programmed system, and
aims to show the qualification requirement coverage (category КЗ, Digital Control
System standards). It includes tests to be carried out at the level of the hardware and
of the system and covers

- operating tests at normal values and at the limits of operating atmospheric
conditions, (humidity, temperature, electro-magnetic disturbance, transitions),

- the resistance to mechanical and climatic constraints (aging) and seismic resistance,

- the evaluation of the capacity of automatic checks to indicate and localize internal
fault (efficiency, coverage rate, reaction time,...),

- the functional behaviour if there is a fault, especially the correct positioning of the
output for the back-up values,

- the behaviour, if there is an externai fault, while the hardware is operating i.e. power
shutdown.

The testing software used in these tests to activate input/output, and to scan the self-
tests, must be representative of the behaviour of the specified application software. A
justificatory analysis is necessary to guarantee the obtained performances.

2.4. System validation test programme

This programme is aimed at showing any possible differences between the produced
programmed system and performance, design, quality, and dependability safety
requirements. Its objective is to cover operational situations the system will come up
against during its lifetime, and, more particularly, to validate protection and back-up
mechanisms used in the system.

It can be carried out in two stages :

- validation from sample programmes and application data, thus making it possible to
cover the limits of the general mechanisms of the base system,

- final validation with the operational programmes from the site.

The final objective remains the coverage of the requirements applicable to the
programmed system with its application, in an operational context.

2.4.1. Test coverage

The test scenarios must simulate all the extreme situations that the functions are
supposed to be able to detect so as to check that the programmed actions are
effective.



In a general way the test programme must cover the static and dynamic
behaviour of the functions (cf. IEC 880 paragraph 8) and in particular make it
possible to check :

- the general architecture of the system,

- operations in nominal mode (general service functions . checks ; error
detection, transmission and processing, ...),

- operations in failure mode (robustness, reconfiguration, ...),

- performances and margins in the most unfavourable conditions (transmission ;
reaction, localization and reconfiguration times. ... )

- error tolerance mechanisms,

- the behaviour of periodic tests and self-testing mechanisms in nominal and
failure operational conditions,

- the service functions associated with application programs and application
data (robustness, erroneous behaviour, supervision...),

- the interfaces with the process, the auxiliary systems and the other systems in
the power plant,

- the man-machine interface (signalling, reliability, redundancy, alarm, access
security...),

- the relevance of operationnal procedures and limitations of use.

Endurance tests (cf. RCC-E C5480) are required in order to carry out
verification of the reliability of all the programmed system by full load tests and
by simulated operating drills. The sharing out of the use of resources must be
analysed.

Non-regression tests must be used in case of significant modification or
evolution of the system.

2.4.2. Representativeness of the hardware and the software

The validation tests of the interconnected system are not usually carried out on
a complete structure as some hardware units are not always available.

The same applies to application and data software.

The behaviour simulations of these elements are carried out by on testing
software, the representativeness of which must be justified and validated using
specific criteria such as the error detection rate and the coverage rate.
Moreover, it must be shown that the instruments installed for measuring and
tracing operations do no; have any effects on the performances.



The application data and the hardware configurations retained for platform or
on-site tests must also be the subject of an analysis of representativeness in
relation to the complete system envisaged

2 4 3 Elaboration methodology for the test scenarios

The qualification baseline is made up of the "system technical specification
document", the interface document, and the hardware dependability analysis
document.

The methodology consists of.

- identifying each requirement of the baseline.

- matching each requirement with one or more cases of elementary tests,

- grouping together the elementar,' tests into test scenarios.

- establishing the test coverage by means of a traceability matrix,

- specifying for each test :

. its identification,

its objectives,

. its environmental, input and operating conditions,

the expected results and the end of test criteria,

. the test procedures,

. the necessary tools.

The chart in fig. 4 shows the general specification and test process.

2.5. Planning the quz'ification operations

Aside from these test operations, during the development it is necessary to :

- validate the technical specification documents for each equipment,

- check that the proposed architectures and the error tolerance mechanisms respect the
dependability and performance requirements,

- validate the methodological approaches of the different intervening parties and their
reference documents (quality plan, development plan...),

- check that the development methods are effectively applied by each participating
body,

- approve the relevant documents including the safety analyses.



It is necessary to plan these operations as well as to define the means of ensuring
verification bv independent teams and participation in planned reviews.

2.6. Documentation pian

A documentation plan can be established in agreement with the safety authorities, and
must cover all the justificatory elements necessary to demonstrate conformity.

These elements are at least the following for the system :

- System technical specification document.

- safety document,

- instruction and maintenance manual.

- test and verification and validation plans.

- reviews and test reports,

- qualification synthesis documents.

For the software, the list of documents is specified in the IEC 880 or the RCC-E
C5000 :

- quality plan,

- development plan and verification and validation plan,

- software specifications,

- test documents.

- test reports,

- synthesis document,. .

2.7. Qualification review

This constitutes the final stage of qualification and makes it possible to ensure that all
justifk::ion has been produced, that all the operations have been correctly
accomplished, that the system meets the specified requirements, and that the
documentation supplied conforms to specifications (using the "log book" idea, a book
containing lists giving details of test results in aeronautics).

A synthesis document makes it possible to specify the requirement coverage, the as yet
unanswered questions, the analysis of their impact on dependability, and the definition
of palliative (operational limitation; or corrective procedures.
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3. GENERAL QUALIFICATION APPROACH

This chapter presents in a synthetic way. a proposition for qualification approach as well as
the parallel development and quality operations which share the same objective : to produce
a programmed system which conforms to specifications and is safe in all foreseeable
operational conditions.

The main stages of this approach with their activities are given in table form for the purpose
of thinking over ; however they will still have to be adapted to the specific conditions of the
projects.
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PHASE

Preliminary studies

S> ;lotn specification

DEVELOPMENT

OPERATION

- Feasibility studies

- Prototyping

- General preliminary design

- Technological choices

Allocation of requirements
and functions on
hardware/software

Safely and (quality
specification

Drawing up the system
specification document

SAFETY

OPERATION

Preliminary safety analysis

Risk evaluation

Choice of general safety
mechanisms

Safety requirements
speci lient ion

Identification of critical
functions

Safety analysis

Safety vnlidation plan

QUALIFICATION

OPERATION

Drawing up of baseline and
of its"log book".

Drawing up of the
provisional qualification
plan

Doctrine finalisation

Négociations with authorities
Finishing off systems
qualification plan

Approbation of general
architecture

Definition of system means
of conformity

Updating "log book"

Validation of system
specification document

Review participation

REVIEW

Preliminary studies review

Specification system rc\icw

PROJECT

DOCUMENTATION

User requirements
documents

Preliminary snfcl\ analysis
Project baseline
Contractual clauses
Quality clauses

Review rcporl

S\ -icm specification
docuiiiail

System validation plan

System qualification plan

System integral ion plan

System qnaliU plan

Rcucu Rcpoil



PHASE

Software spcalkmioii

l'icliiuin.'ir) IX-sign

DEVELOPMENT

OPERATION

- Software specification
dociitncnt

- Document coherence and
completeness analysis

- Software spécification

- Software architecture

• Software integration file
iiiitinli/alion

SAFETY

OPERATION

Putting into use safely
constraints

Updating safety studies

Putting into use safely
constraints

Updating safely studies

QUALIFICATION

OPERATION

Updating "log book"

Approving methodological
bases

Final stages of software
qualification plan

Definition of software
conformity means

Review participation

Dc\ clopinent follow-up

Updating "log-book"

Review pailicipalicii

REVIEW

Software specification rc\ iew

Preliminary design review

PROJECT

DOCUMENTATION

- Software integration plan

- Software verification and
validation plan

- Software quality
assurance plan

- Software qualification
plan

- Validation lest file
(provisional)

- Review rcpoit

- Preliminary design
document

- Provisional software
integration test file

- Review report



PHASE

Detailed design

Coding

Module lests

DEVELOPMENT

OPERATION

Drawing up module
spécifient ions

Initialization of module lest
and integral ion test Tiles

Coding

Debugging

Final stages of module test
Tiles
earning out module lesls

Anomaly reporting

Final stages of software
integration test

SAFETY

OPERATION

Updating safely analysis

.Safety constraints Iraccability

Updating safety analysis

Safety constraints traccabilitv

llpd.ilini; safety analysis

Safctv constraints traccubilily

QUALIFICATION

OPERATION

Development follow-up

Updating "log book"

Review participation

Development follow-up

Updating "log book"

Development follow-up

Updating "log book"

REVIEW

Review of detailed design

Review, or inspection

Review, or inspection

PROJECT

DOCUMENTATION

Detailed design document

Provisional module tests
and integration tests file

Review report
Final module tests file

Programmai ion file

Rc\ icw or inspection report

Sofluaie module lest icport

Final softwaic/ software
integration lest file

Review or inspection report



PHASE

Software inlcgralion tests

Hardware/software
integration tests

Software \alidiilioii lests

DEVELOPMENT

OPERATION

Carning oui integration test

Anomaly reporting

Final singes of
hardware/software integration
tcsl file
Carning ont test

Anomaly reporting

Final sl.-igcs of sofluarc
validation lest flic

Carning ont test

Anomaly reporting

Final stages of system
validation test file

SAFETY

OPERATION

Updating safety analysis

Safety constraints traccability

Updating safety analysis

Safety constraints traccability

Final stages of software
safety analysis

Safely constraints traccability

QUALIFICATION

OPERATION

Development follow-up

Updating "log book"

Development follow-up

Updating "log book"

Development follow-up

Updating "logbook"

Approval of justification
documents

Review participation

REVIEW

Review, or inspection

Review, or inspection

Sofluarc validation review

PROJECT

DOCUMENTATION

Software/software
integration test report

Software/hardware
integration final test file

Peview or inspection report
hardware/software
integration test report

Software validation final
test file

Review or inspection report

Software validation test
report

Software synthesis
document

Rev icw report



PHASE

S\stem validation

Running

Operation iind
maintenance

DEVELOPMENT

OPERATION

Earning out platform/site
validation lest

Dra\ving-up of ;ш user and
maintenance manual

Endurance lest

Modifications and e\olutions
iniplcmcntation

Anomaly reporting

Modifications and evolutions
implementation

SAFETY

OPERATION

Control of error tolerance
mechanisms

Final system safely analysis

Reliability analysis

Reliability analysis

QUALIFICATION

OPERATION

Development follow-up

Updating "log book"

Approval of justification
documents

Review participation

System modifications
analysis

Review paiiicipntion

Follow-up and keeping to
qualification

REVIEW

System validation rc\ icw

Qualification ic\ic\\

PROJECT

DOCUMENTATION

System validation platform
and site test reports

User manual
Maintenance manual
Final s;il"cl\ analysis

Synthesis document

Review report
Endurance test icport

Anomaly reports

Modification rc(]ucst

liscr manual

Maintenance manual

Rc\ icw report
Maintenance document

Anomaly reports

Modification request



Hungarian Atomic Energy Commission
Nuclear Safety Inspectorate

Our point of view
by K. Hamar nuclear inspector

Viena, 1993. 09..06.

The majority of the existing control and protection systems in
nuclear power plants use old analog technology and design
philosophy. Maintenance and the procurement of spare parts is
becoming increasingly difficult. In general there is an age
degradation concern.

Even with the best efforts in developing realiabale and long life
I&C systems for nuclear power plants it is expected that these
systems for most plants will require replacements during the life
of the plants. The instrumentation and control system of the
nuclar power plants designed during the 7o-s and constructed in
the 80-s went out-of-date since the nuclear safety is not a
static concept and the digital computer technology had undergone
rapid improvements during the 7o-s and 8o-s. Simultaneously the
operation and the maintenance of the I&C system of those plants
described above becomes more and more difficult and expensive. In
this context the pure quality of the former Soviet designed
process instrumentation system increases the needs of upgrading
this system.

1. Design and Structure of the Reactor Safety Instrumentation
and Control

The I&C systems of the VVER 440/V213 design have been mentioned
several times to be one of the weakest points of design. One of
the main arguments supporting this opinion is that neither
fulfilment of the single failure criterion nor redundancy and

diversity of systems have been analyzed formerly in a fully
consistent manner. Another one is the deficiencies in
manufacturing and in quality assurance.
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2. Reasons for Upgrading the Reactor Safety Protection System

As it has already been mentioned,the most part of the I&C equipment
have Soviet origin. The measuring instruments, the relay
logic structure of the reactor protection system were designed in
the late seventies, so their design concepts are nearly 20
years old. According to this fact, the replacement and modernization
are continous tasks of both the nuclear operators and the
regu latory organisation.The operators have already got more than
300 permissions to replace I&C equipment.
One of the motivations for modernizing is the lack of spare
parts. On the other hand the incorrect behavior of measuring,
comparing or switching elements urges the replacement. Up to now
there is no change in the structure of I&C systems, only some design
insufficiencies were corrected.

The 30 reactor-year experience accumulated at Paks NPP up to now
shows that the operation of units is quite safe.The avarage avail-
ability factor for the plant for the last three years is over
86%,(concider refueling outage) the number of reactor scrams is
around 1/year/unit.
In this 30 reactor-year period the Reactor Protection was actuated
54 times, and 15 of these 54 were human failure or dueto
hardware deficiencies . No event occured, when the real need for
such actuation did exist.

In consequence of slow decreasing of the reliability of relay logics
which have been operating for ten years in the first unit, a
new concept seems to win introducing programable logical control-
lers in reactor shut down and emergency cooling systems.

3. Upgrading the Reactor Safety Protection System

3.1. Brief Review of Current Plans in Upgrading the I&C

The management of the Paks NPP recognized the necessity and
importance of upgrading the I&C system of the NPP and therefore

•[£>&



an I&C team was established to work out the principles of this
updating including all the aspects of design, installation and
finances.
Taking into account the operational experiences, tha I&C team
focused its attention on upgrading the safety instrumentation and
protection system of the plant parallel with the elaboration of
the principles of this process.

The upgrading of I&C system of the plant on the one hand has to
entirely meet the internationally accepted safety requirements
and to increase the efficiency of the production on the other.

3.2 The Transition from Analog to Digital

In our view, there are many good reasons for not proceeding too
rapidly toward digital technology in Hungary.

There is a general trend all over the world in the nuclear
industry to harness the mP revolution for the benefit of nuclear
power plant design, operation including improving the overall
safety and availability of the plant The existing nucleaar power
plants are gradually replacing the obsolete analog systems with
modern digital devices.

The transition toward digital equipment has been progressing on
both a piecemeal basis and complete replacement of the analog
equipment. For a number of reason in Hungary piecemeal changes
have been made when problems with analog components have occurred
to improve components reliability or simply because of lack of
spare parts.

In accordance with the numerous safety concerns described in the
relevant literature the following safety concerns have been set
forth taking into account both the technical and regulatory
aspects of the use of digital technology in safety related
systems.

1. The increased information density in a single device greatly
increases the consequences of a failure

2. More sever equipment environmental requirements

[O\



3. Difficulty of mixing equipment from different vendors
4. Potential for failure propagation
5. Lack of operational experience in a large digital system

Many of the unresolved problems we face are unfortunately
associated with software reliability, as yet, software
reliability cannot be accurately measured or predicted, so a
qualitative and tailored form of engineering judgement
is necessary.

In this regard we have the following important issues to cope
with:

1. Safety classification of the I&C systems of the Hungarian NPP
in acordance with the IAEA 50-SG D3, D8 guides

2. Lack of national standard for software engineering

3. There are too many standards relating to software reliability
developed by different international organaizations

4. None of the existing standards provide complete guidance as to
how to handle digital I&C systems from the licensing point of
view.

4. Safety Related Systems

Process Computing

Replacing computer by computer: the early third generation techno-
logy computerized data aquisition systems will be upgraded and
replaced by late third generation technology.
The early third generation data aquisition computers could privide
simple presentation and display of technological parameters.
The early solutions provided alphanumeric displays and limited
capability of archived data. Modernizing is going on continously,
nowadays coloured shemes of technology with correct data pre-
sentation are available in the contrail rooms. The reactor core
is represented with a three dimensional temperature and neutron
flux model] demonstrating the load of every fuel element and
the axial power distribution. This system will be upgraded second
time next two years



APPENDIX 3

DRAFT REPORT

GUIDELINES ON THE VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF
SOFTWARE RELATED TO NPP CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTATION.

Forward

The development of computer and information processing technology has been seized
upon by Instrumentation and Control equipment engineers as a means of improving and
ensuring plant performance. The computers and related technology was initially installed
in systems essential to plant operation but not necessarily important to safety. The
systems in which computers are widely and often easily accepted included ones for: data
collection, information display, data logging and indeed ones containing important
elements of control.

Nuclear systems followed this trend, they were very deliberately restricted to use in non-
safety applications. This restriction was steadily eroded and the use of computers started
to appear in vital systems, eg the core calculator on some BWRs in the USA. This
position has changed still further in the last few years with computer based systems being
introduced as part of the primary plant protection system. There are already systems in
use in:
1

Canada - Darlington, Candu protection system
France - SPIN, PWR protection system
United Kingdom - SCTS, AGR protection system
United States - Eagle 21, PWR protection system

There are pressures for further change arising from the need to replace old analogue
systems as they become obsolete and the desire of plant owners to improve the economic
performance of their plant. A significant number of system are currently being
developed and installation of these and further examples of the existing systems, is
expected in new and as backfits in old reactors.

There has always been significant concern with the introduction of software in industry
and the nuclear industry is no different from any other sector save its safety demands are
the most onerous. The software problem has led to the well documented difficulties in
the introduction of computer based systems, for example a special procedure has been
introduced by the UK licensing body the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate and software
is an unresolved safety issue in the USA.

One area of concern with software in systems important is the processes of Verification,
Validation and Licensing. This document has been produced as a consequence of the
IAEA International Working Group on Nuclear Power Plant Control and
Instrumentation (IWG-NPPCI) recommendation to produce a technical document
providing practical guidance on the application of the method available for Verification,
Validation and Licensing of software related to NPP control and instrumentation. The



advice was that the document should concentrate on practical guidance to be of value
to those facing the issues of software for the first time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This first section sets out the scope, requirement of the document identifying the need
for and role of Verification and Validation process. This document like many others
refers to V&V implying that V&V is a single process. Despite this common usage one
that the editor is also guilty of the reader is reminded that verification and validation are
two quite different processes with two quite different objectives.

1.1. Objectives оГ the Guideline

The objective of the guideline is to provide guidance for the verification and validation
of computer based systems which are important to safety in nuclear power plants. The
guideline will focus on the software elements of the system but will include consideration
of those hardware elements necessary to validate the system specification. The
verification and validation of the actual hardware will usually be dealt with by reference
to established standards, guidelines and practices.

The guidance is intended to be consistent with, and to supplement, the requirements and
recommendations of 'Quality Assurance for safety in Nuclear Power Plants: A code of
practice, 50-C-QA' and IAEA Technical Report 282 'Manual on Quality Assurance for
Computer Software Related to the Safety of Nuclear Power Plants'. The guidance is also
consistent with the requirements of key standards including IEC 880 and IEEE 1012.

The guideline is intended for all those who are in any way involved with the development
and maintenance of software and computer based systems important to safety in nuclear
power plants. This guideline is also intended to be of use to reviewers, including
assessors and licensors, of such systems.

The guidance given is prescriptive. It is expected that the users of the guideline will
select from the prescriptions to produce an approach to the verification and the
validation processes that are consistent with the production methods being used and
which makes the best use of available staff and tools.

1.2. Need for Validation and Verification

Software is playing an ever increasing role in systems important to safety in nuclear
power plants. There is a perception that software is error prone and while there are
many anecdotal stories about software the potential for introduction of systems
containing errors and faults is real. The safety and hardware problems that can result
from these errors make it necessary to apply active measures to find and correct these
errors. Current practice places a heavy dependence on verification and validation
(V&V) to ensure that the high reliability requirements and specified functionality of
safety system software are met. However to be effective the V&V processes must be
carried out in conjunction with a structured software development process and must
consider the context of the safety system application.



Errors can potentially be introduced at every stage including software hardware
integration of development of computer based systems. The first role of V&V is to
expend the effort in finding and correcting software errors as early as possible and
definitely prior to the operating phase of the system. The second role of V&V is in
effect a demonstration that the software and system meet the specified requirements.
To be successful V&V processes must fulfil both these roles. This requires both an
orderly planned approach to V&V and that particular attention must be given to the
output products of the processes to ensure that they can be used by others, such as a
reviewer or a licensor.

1.3 Scope of the Guideline

This guideline is applicable to all computer based systems and subsystems in nuclear
power plant that are important to safety. The verification guidelines are to be applied
to every phase of the system life cycle. The validation guidelines refer to the verification
of the final system with respect to the original system requirements.

The guideline assumes the existence of a system requirement specification that is
complete, consistent, and unambiguous. The system requirements should provide
sufficient detail to allow the development process to take place without any fear of
misinterpretation. This implies that the requirement specification has been verified
against the requirements of the safety case etc. and can serve as the initial input to the
V&V processes discussed here. It is recognized that in practice, this not often the case,
consequently there is a need for a procedure to ensure the resolution of any problems
identified with the system requirement specification.

1.4. Commentary on V&V in the context of this Guideline

It is perhaps useful to remind oneself of the place of V&V in the development process
and contrast it with that of QA. V&V is one of the means by which the product is
checked to be a correct interpretation of the requirements. V&V is a continuous process,
that must be actively applied throughout the software development cycle. In a
complementary fashion, quality assurance (QA) ensures that a correct process has been
specified, and that the development process conforms to the requirements of such basic
standards such as ISO 9000-3 and IEEE 730. Quality Control (QC) is performed in
order to check that the specified software development process has been correctly
followed.

A correct form of the systems requirements specification is needed to start the
development and V&V. Should this requirement be incorrect, subsequent parts of the
development may contain errors that the verification and validation processes may not
identify. It would be hoped that the system acceptance tests are such that errors of this
type are found. The position with regard to inconsistencies or omissions from the system
requirements specification is quite different. The development and particularly the
verification processes should if correctly establ ished and followed identify these problems.
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Although this guideline was specifically developed to assist suppliers, users and regulators
in the development, installation and acceptance / licensing of computer based systems
important to safety, the techniques can be applied to plant control and other computer
based systems as well. It is up to the user to select and apply those parts of the guideline
that are applicable to the development route chosen for the project. Justification of the
approach adopted will be a requirement of the quality plan of the development process.

The guideline specifically references and refers to the verification and validation of the
development process phases identified in chapter 2 to include:

system design verification
software specification verification
software design verification
code verification
integration verification
system validation.

These phases are those of the traditional waterfall model, this model has been used to
provide a framework for the descriptions generated in this guide. The use of the
waterfall model and these phases should not be interpreted in any way as implying a
limit on the use of the guidance and techniques described here. Where a different
software lifecycle is used, the appropriate guidance can be identified by establishing the
equivalent translation in the phases of the development model and applying the guidance
relating to that phase.

The Validation and Verification items listed above are product based. The guidance is
also directed at the preparation of the:

verification and validation plan
test plan

These plans are part of the process and they are primarily a QA activity. However these
items are vital components of the Validation process and unless performed correctly and
completely will reduce the effectiveness of the Validation activities.

The input to, subject of and product of V&V is documentation. The importance of the
completeness and correctness of documentation to effective V&V processes cannot be
overstressed. However, completeness does not mean sheer volume. The information
elements identified in this guideline for the V&V of the various documents must be
present, and the user must determine when setting up the V&V programme, the
presentation form most useful to the development and V&V effort.

V&V planning must begin at the same time as the project conceptualization begins. The
procedures to be used for each phase must be adapted to the software development
model being used, and must consider the working environment of the development
facility. Many issues must be addressed in the planning effort and include such items as:

organization of V&V team
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the interfaces between the V&V team, lhe development team and the QA
team
forms of communications between the two teams
preservation of independence
schedule.

1.5 Definitions

The following set of definitions are included to establish a common reference framework
for discussions in this guideline. It is recognized that the definitions may be different to
those used in standards and other documents referenced in this guideline. A full glossary
of terms is included as appendix A This glossary contains a number of definitions that
have been found for verification and validation.

Quality Assurance

Quality Assurance QA is a programme that identifies to all concerned a basis for
the control of all activities affecting quality, monitors the performance of these
activities in accordance with the defined and documented procedures, and ensures
that the specified quality is achieved.

Validation

The test and evaluation of the integrated computer system (hardware and
software) to ensure compliance with the functional, performance and interface
requirements. From IEC 880.

Verification

The process of determining whether or not the product of each phase of the
digital computer system development process fulfils all the requirements imposed
by the previous phase. From IEC 880 and in IEEE 1012.

1.6 References

A number of key references have been identified for this work, these are:

IEC 880 'Software for computers in the Safety Systems of Nuclear Power
Stations'. International Electrotechnical Commission 1986.

ANSI/IEEE 1012, 'Software Verification and Validation Plans, Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 1986.

Chapters 1,5 and 6 of 'Dependability of Critical Computer Systems Г. Ed
F J Redmill. Elsevier Applied Science 1988.
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IAEA Technical Report 282. 'Manual on Quality Assurance for
Computer Software Related to the Safety of Nuclear Power Plant'. IAEA
Vienna 1988.



2. SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE

2.1 General

The system life cycle described below is based upon the life cycles described in the
standard IEC 880 and the IAEA Quality assurance guide Technical Report Series 282
and illustrated in figures 1 & 2. For each identified activity or phase in the life cycle is
cross referenced to either IEC 880 or IAEA TRS 282. In order to gain a full
understanding of the different activities or phases the reader is advised to study the
complete text in the referenced documents.

2.2. Feasibility Study

A feasibility study is initiated by a feasibility study request and is carried out in order to
find the most cost effective and technically most appropriate solution to a specified
problem or to satisfy a specified need. The feasibility study will contain:

A set of ranked possible solutions.
For each principle solution necessary planning and allocation of resources
should be given in order to make it possible to choose the most cost
effective and technically best solution.

The output documentation of the feasibility study are the 'Feasibility study reports'.

2.3. System Requirements Specification

During the system requirements specification phase the "Overall system requirements"
are stated, reference IAEA TRS 282 section 2.1 paragraph 1. The overall system
requirements comprise: functional requirements, applicable plant safety principals, e.g.
derived from the Final Safety Analyses Report and other general requirements, e.g
Software Quality Assurance. If the system is a safety system (see IEC 880 section 4
paragraph 1) the system requirements specification is named "Safety system
requirements".

The requirements document is normally written by process engineers using a national
language but with the necessary corrections and nomenclature such as those for
identification, limit values. In order to fulfil the intended function and not jeopardize
the safe operation of the plant great efforts should be given to the compilation of the
requirements specification. The IAEA TRS 282 states:

"The requirements shall contain enough information to totally identify and define
the required functions. To ensure that the requirements specification is
understood, its contents should be simply and concisely presented. It should,
however, be sufficiently detailed to show how all the relevant system requirements
are being satisfied."
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The output documenatation of the system requirement specification phase is the System
requirement documentation or Safety system requirement documentation.

2.4. Computer System Specification

During the computer system specification phase the hardware and software comprising
the computer system are described. The computer systems specification states the
objectives and functions assigned to the computer system. Reference TEC 880 chapter
4 paragraph 1. (In the IEC 880 computer system specification is called "Computer
systems requirements specification")

The computer system specification comprises three types of requirements. Reference IEC
880 appendix A:

Hardware requirements
Software requirements
Integration requirements

Recommendations regarding the computer requirements specification will also to be
found in the IAEA TRS 282 chapter 2.1 paragraph 1.

2.4.1. Software Requirements

The software requirements are established as an activity in the system requirements
specification phase. The software requirements are derived from the system
requirements. Reference IAEA TRS 282 chapter 2.1 paragraph 1 and IEC 880 chapter
4 paragraph 1. The software requirements are the basis for the software design and must
contain all information necessary for the design of the software. Reference IAEA TRS
282 Chapter 2.2 paragraph 1 and IEC 880 chapter 4 paragraph 1.

The purpose of the software requirements is to state what the software shall perform as
an external and synthetic view of the functions, not how it is programmed. It is purpose
the Software Quality Assurance to state the programming rules to be applied. Reference
IEC 880 chapter 4 paragraph 1.

The output document of the software requirements activity are: Software requirement
documentation. In IEC 880 appendix F this document is called "Software requirement
specification" (functional and reliability requirements). In IAEA TRS 282 chapter 2.1 the
document is called "Software requirement specification".

2.4.2. Hardware Requirements

The hardware requirements are established an activity of the system requirements
specification phase. The hardware requirements are derived from the system
requirements. Reference IAEA TRS 282 chapter 2.1 paragraph 1 and IEC 880 chapter
4 paragraph 1. The standard IEC 987 deals with hardware and complement the IEC 880
and IAEA TRS 282 regarding the specification and design of the hardware.



The hardware requirements are the basis for the hardware design and must contain all
information necessary for the design of the hardware. Reference IAEA TRS 282 chapter
2.2 paragraph 1 and IEC 880 chapter 4 paragraph 1.

The output document of the hardware requirements activity are: Hardware requirement
documentation. Reference IEC 987.

2.4.3. Integration Requirements

The integration requirements are established as an activity in the system requirements
specification phase. The integration requirements are derived from the system
requirements. Reference IAEA TRS 282 chapter 2.1 paragraph 1 and IEC 880 chapter
4 paragraph 1.

The integration requirements are the basis for the integration of the hardware and
software within the computer system as well as the integration of the computer system
in the plant. The integration requirements must contain all information necessary for
these two integration activities. Reference IAEA TRS 282 chapter 2.2 paragraph 1 and
IEC 880 chapter 4 paragraph 1.

The integration requirements may be documented in either or both of the Software
requirement documentation, and the Hardware requirements documentation. The
integration requirements may also be documented in a stand alone document: Integration
requirements documentation.

2.S. Design

The design phase contains the three activities:

Software system design
Detailed module specification
Module design

The software requirements documentation shall be completed prior to this phase.

The output documentation of this phase comprises all the documentation produced as
a result of the three activities listed above. This documentation is called the Software
performance specification. Reference IEC 880 chapter 5.

2.5.1. Software system design

The design activity starts with an analysis of the software requirements documentation.
The result of this activity is a breakdown of the software requirements into functional
parts, sub systems e.g. data acquisition, and to document the result as part of the
software performance specification. Reference IAEA TRS 282 chapter 2.2 and IEC 880
chapter 5.
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The output document of this activity is the Software system design specification. This
document may be improved and expanded in an interactive process during the design an
coding phases.

2.5.2. Detailed module specification and architectural design

In this activity the software architecture is specified and the functions identified in the
requirements specifications are broken down to the necessary detailed level. The
functional parts" of the software are divided into modules. Modules are normally not
larger than a few hundred lines of code. Reference IAEA TRS 282 chapter 2.3 and IEC
880 chapter 5 paragraph 1.

The output document of this activity are the: 'Architectural specification' and 'Module
specifications'. In IAEA TRS 282 this documentation is called the 'Detailed functional
specification'.

•• reference is made here to naming convention ie system -> sub system -> module ->
functional part.

2.5.3. Module design

This module design activity includes definition of the actual algorithm and equations as
well as the detailed logic and data operations to be performed. The module design is the
basis for the coding.

The output documentation of this activity are the, 'Detailed design specifications', one
for each module or group of modules.

2.6. Coding

The software design phase sees the design translated into an appropriate level
programming language as stated in the computer requirements specification. The product
of this activity is usually a source program, which is available in computer readable and
computer processable form.

The output documentation of this phase is a 'Printout of the coding', although the
printout is increasingly becoming generation of an electronic record.

2.7. System Integration and Tests

The system integration and test phase consists of three activities, these are performed:

Software tests
Hardware integration
Software and hardware integration
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2.7.1. Software tests

Software tests are performed on module level, on groups of modules (e.g. sub systems)
and the whole software as specified in the software requirements specification. The
software tests include module testing, software/software integration testing and software
validation testing. The software may be executed on different hardware to that which
will be used in the final system. The software tests shall be performed according to a
documented test plan. The test plan may be part of the V&V plan or may be referenced
in the V&V plan. Reference IAEA TRS 282 chapter 2 paragraph 5 and IEC 880 chapter
6 paragraph 2.

The output documentation of this activity is the Software test report. Reference IEC 880
chapter 6 paragraph 6 section 2. In the case of most systems there will usually be a set
of these reports on for each module and build of modules.

2.7.2. Hardware integration

The hardware integration activity is a prerequisite for the software/hardware integration.
The activity includes all aspects of hardware assembly, ie everything from stuffing boards
through to connecting cables needed to produce the hardware system as described in the
Hardware requirements documentation. Reference IEC 880 chapter 7 paragraph 2
section 7 and IEC 987.

The output document of the hardware integration activity is the Hardware integration
report

2.7.3. Hardware and software integration

This activity consists of two parts:

Loading the tested software into the integrated hardware system.
Testing that the software/hardware interface requirements are met and
that the software can operate in that environment.

Reference to IEC 880 chapter 7 paragraph 1 to 7 and IAEA TRS 282 chapter 2
paragraph 5.

The output document of the hardware/software integration activity is the:
Hardware/software integration report

2.8. Integrated Computer System Tests

The integrated computer system tests shall be performed before the system is installed
(transferred to site). The final integrated computer test is often referred to as the Factory
Acceptance Test (FAT).
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The system is exercised during the integrated computer system tests by static and
dynamic simulation of input signals simulating normal operation, anticipated operational
occurrences, accident conditions as well as anticipated faults on the inputs to the
computer system e.g. sensors out of range, ambiguous input readings etc. Each function
should be confirmed by representative tests. Reference IEC 880 chapter 8 paragraph 2.

The output document of the integrated computer system tests is the: Integrated system
tests report or the Factory acceptance test report

2.9. Commissioning Tests

Commissioning testing is carried out to verify normal operation, anticipated operational
occurrences, accident conditions as well as anticipated faults on the inputs to the
installed computer system e.g. sensors out of range, ambiguous input readings. Each
function should be confirmed by representative tests. However complete tests may not
be possible to perform in all cases due to restrictions of the operation of the plant or the
system that the computer system supports. Reference IEC 880 chapter 8 paragraph 2
and IEC 880 chapter 10 paragraph 1.

The on site acceptance test (Site Acceptance Test, SAT) may be part of the
commissioning test. In parallel with the commissioning test the documentation relating
to operability, maintainability etc. is verified.

The output documentation of the commissioning tests phase is the: Commissioning tests
report or the Site Acceptance Test report

2.10. Hand Over

The responsibility for the system is transferred from the developer to the user during this
phase. The transfer usually takes place at the end of system testing or commissioning.
It is necessary to establish that all requirements which the user specified have been met.

The output documentation of the hand over is a protocol listing all open items to be
resolved. This protocol shall be agreed to and approved by both parties.

2.11. Use and Maintenance

During this phase the system is in operation and subject to:

Periodic tests, performed in order to verify that the system is not
degrading. Reference IEC 880 chapter 10 paragraph 3.
Modifications, implemented to enhance or change the functionality or to
correct errors.
Change of parameters.
Diagnosis activities e.g. the execution of special diagnosis programs.



The hardware may be maintained by replacement of defective parts.

The output documentation of the use and maintenance phase is: Log books, Maintenance
reports, Periodic test reports and other relevant operation reports.
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3. VALIDATION & VERIFICATION BY PHASE

3.1 Scope

Validation and verification is applied to the development from system design through
computer-system validation and post-certification changes

3.2 Management

Effective V&V requires much coordination between the V&V team and the
development organization and therefore the management of the V&V effort is as
essential as the actual tasks applied to the software products. Some elements of
V&V management that have to be considered include:

Establish a Verification and Validation Team, which must be independent and
preferably totally separated from Development Team.

V&V Team prepares a formal Software Verification and Validation Plan
(SVVP), which guides the application of V&V to the software products to
achieve the highest quality standards.

The reporting management of the V&V Team should be independent and
separate from the reporting management of the Development Team.

The V&V Team should be able to select those methods, singly and in
combination, which are most appropriate for each individual case.

OUTPUT DOCUMENT: S W P and updates

3.3 Phases of Verification and Validation Process

1. System Design Verification

2. Software Specification Verification

3. Software Design Verification

4. Software Code Verification

5. System HW/SW Integration Verification

6. System Validation

7. Post-certification SW Change Verification and Validation



Figure 1 : DEVELOPING TEAM DOCUMENTS ARE NEEDED
AS INPUT DOCUMENTS FOR THE PHASES OF V&V PROCESS

System Requirements Specification

1_User Documentation

Software Requirements Specification

Software Functional Requirements Spec.

Software Reliability Requirements Spec.

Hardware Requirements Specification

Integration Requirements Specification

' Interface Requirements Specification —

Software System Design Specification

' Detailed Module Specification

Module Design Specification

' SOURCE CODE

' EXECUTABLE CODE
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3.4 Phase 1: System Design Verification

INPUT DOCUMENTS: Development schedules
Concept Documentation
System Requirements Specification

PURPOSE: - to determine if proposed concept satisfies user needs
assess allocation of functions to hardware and software items

MINIMUM V&V TASKS: Concept Documentation evaluation

OUTPUT DOCUMENT: Concept Phase task reporting
Anomaly report
User Documentation

3.5 Phase 2. Software Specification Verification

INPUT DOCUMENT: Software Requirements Specification (SRS)
- Software Functional Requirements
- Software Reliability Requirements

Interface Requirements
USER DOCUMENTATION

PURPOSE: - analyze identified relationships for correctness,
consistency, completeness and accuracy

- asses how well SRS satisfies SW system objectives
- asses the criticality of requirements to identify

key performance and critical areas of SW

MINIMUM V&V TASKS: Requirements traceability analysis
Requirements evaluation
Test Plan generation

OUTPUT DOCUMENT: Concept Phase task reporting
Anomaly report
System Test Plan
Acceptance Test Plan

3.6 Phase 3. Software Design Verification

INPUT DOCUMENT: Software Functional Requirements (SFR)
Software System Design Specification (SDS)

- Detailed Module Specification
- Module Design Specification
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PURPOSE: - to establish, whether or not, the SFR are
completely satisfied by the SDS.

- evaluate design for compliance with established
standards, practices and conventions

MINIMUM V&V TASKS: Design traceability analysis
Design evaluation
Interface analysis
Test plan and design generation

OUTPUT DOCUMENT: Design Verification Report
Component Test Plan
Integration Test Plan

Software Test Specification
- Component Test Design
- Integration Test Design

System Test Design
Acceptance Test Design

3.7 Phase 4. Software Code Verification

INPUT DOCUMENT: Software Test Specification; based on. SDS and
SFR

SOURCE CODE
Executable code
User documentation

MINIMUM V&V TASKS: - test case generation
- component
- integration
- system
- acceptance

- test procedure generation
- component
- integration
- system

OUTPUT DOCUMENT: Test Cases
- component
- integration
- system
- acceptance

Test Procedures
- component



- integration
- system
- acceptance

P4.1. Module Testing

INPUT DOCUMENT: Detailed Module Specification
Component Test Cases
Component Test Procedure

PURPOSE: a module performs its intended function
and does not perform unintended actions

P4.1.1. Logic Testing

PURPOSE: - to find and correct, and resolve
potential abnormal behaviour:

- Infinite looping
- Incorrect logic decisions
- Lack of logic to handle certain

combinations of INPUT DOCUMENT conditions
- Lack of logic to handle missing

INPUT DOCUMENT data

- to determine, only the expected
outcome is obtained

P4.1.2. Computation Testing

PURPOSE: to find and correct errors in
computation sequence, performance,
accuracy, timing and proper
initialisation of numeric algorithms

P42. Module Integration Testing

INPUT DOCUMENT: Integration Requirements Specification
Integration Test Cases
Integration Test Procedure

PURPOSE: to show at the earliest stage of development
that functionally related modules correctly
interact to perform the intended function

OUTPUT DOCUMENT: Code Verification Report

includes: - INPUT DOCUMENT test listings
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- OUTPUT DOCUMENT test listings
- Additional data regarding timing,

sequence of events, etc.
- Conformance with acceptance criteria in

Software Test Specification
- Error incident log

3.8 Phase 5. System HW/SW Integration Verification

INPUT DOCUMENT: Hardware Requirements Specification
Integration Requirements Specification
- Interface Requirements Specification

Integration Test Plan
System Test Plan
System Test Design
System Test Cases
System Test Procedure

PURPOSE: - to determine if the verified HW and SW modules have
been properly integrated;

- HW and SW are compatible;
- SW is capable of operating in that particular HW

environment
- HW - SW interface requirements have been satisfied

P5.1. Real-time testing - 1.

PURPOSE: programs implemented fit in actual computer
with the actual hardware interfaces

P5.2. Real-time testing - 2.

PURPOSE: demonstration that the HW/SW combinations meets
the requirements under operational conditions

(it is not necessary to demonstrate here the
conformance with the System Requirements
Specification )

OUTPUT DOCUMENT: Integration Verification Report

3.9 Phase 6. System Validation

INPUT DOCUMENT: System Requirements Specification
Acceptance Test Plan
Acceptance Test Design
Acceptance Test Cases
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Acceptance Test Procedure

PURPOSE: to demonstrate that the system is able to fulfil its
assigned mission over the environmental ranges, as
described in SRS

P6.1. Integration tests

PURPOSE: to detect errors
- incorrect implementation of communication

protocols between distributed system
components

- unforeseen loop instabilities between system
elements

- inability of the software in one system
element to handle failure of another system
element

P6.2. Reliability Estimation

OUTPUT DOCUMENT: System Validation Report

3.10 Phase 7. Post-certification SW Change Verirication and Validation

PURPOSE: to avoid "secondary errors" in the SW, which were not
present when the system was first certified

P7.1 Design review

PURPOSE: to ensure that no secondary errors are introduced

P7.2. Testing

PURPOSE: to ensure at least the same level of confidence as
was achieved during the original pre-certification
test program

P7.2.1. Testing the affected module
P7.2.2. Testing the affected module interfaces
P7.23. Testing HW/SW interfaces
P7.2.4. Testing portions of the total system affected

bye the change
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4. VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION METHODS

An attempt nas been made below to categorize the methods of verification and
validation. The choice of the method and the way it is applied is clearly case dependent
as is the importance attached to the outcome of the process. The methods have been
gathered

4.1 Introduction to Techniques of V&V

4.1.1 Scope

This chapter just gives an overview on verification and validation activities ace. to the
state of the art.Statements made here will be made enclosing description of advantages
and disadvantages of some v&v techniques.

4.1.2 Classification

Verification and validation methods described in section 4 will be classified according
to the following titles:

- Analysis techniques

- Testing techniques

- Reliability assessment

Due to this classification some examples will be presented which are enclosed in the
annex.

4.1.3 Format of the Survey

Test methods are described with respect to the following attributes:

Goal: A statement of the aim of using a method.

Description:

A short description of the method. If available an example is given in the
annex referring to the section.

Advantages:

Conditions:

The major advantages to be gained by using the method, such as ease of
application, automated v&v-procedures, completeness of results etc.
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The conditions, if any, which are required in order to apply the test
method.

Disadvantages:

List of disadvantages connected with the use of the method

Tools: The type of tools, if any, which may be used to apply the method.

Reference:

References to descriptions of the method in text books, journals as open
literature or projects where the methods have been used, but one has to
guarantee that those documents from projects may be available.

4.2 Test Methods

42.1 Analysis

4.2.1.1 Inspection

-Goal

- Description

- Advantages

- Conditions

- Disadvantages

- Tools

- References

4.2.1.2 Walkthrough

Goal: To reveal errors in all phases of program development.

Description:

A walkthrough team selects a small number of representative sets of input
test data and their corresponding expected outputs. The test data are then
manually traced through the logic of specification, design and source code,
and the results are checked against the expected outputs.

Advantages:



Conditions: A walkthrough team as an independent one must be available together
with a specification.

Disadvantages:

Tools:

References: Myers79

4.2.1.3 Formal description

-Goal

- Description

- Advantages

- Conditions

- Disadvantages

- Tools

- References

4.2.1.4 Symbolic execution

-Goal

- Description

- Advantages

- Conditions

- Disadvantages

- Tools

- References

4.2.1.5 Formal proof

-Goal
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- Description

- Advantages

- Conditions

- Disadvantages

- Tools

- References

4.2.1.6 Prototype execution

-Goal

- Description

- Advantages

- Conditions

- Disadvantages

- Tools

- References

4.2.1.7 Single failure consequence

- Goal

- Description

- Advantages

- Conditions

- Disadvantages

- Tools

- References

4.2.1.8 Failure hazard ( ? )
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-Goal

- Description

- Advantages

- Conditions

- Disadvantages

- Tools

- References

4.2.1.9 Source code comparison

-Goal

- Description

- Advantages

- Conditions

- Disadvantages

- Tools

- References

4.2.1.10 Static analysis

-Goal

- Description

- Advantages

- Conditions

- Disadvantages

-Tools

- References



4.2.1.11 Timing analysis

Goal:

Description:

To prove that a software module as a task meets specified time constraints
(a safety-critical command telegram has to be generated correctly and
meeting given time constraints. This may be described by the term
'timeliness' ).

For a distributed real-time system a versatile timing analyzer (VTA) has
to be connected with the complete HW-/SW-System, Then detailed
analyse at run-time has to be made to find out whether the whole system
meets all time requirements. This can be done by connecting the VTA via
an deterministic Ethernet LAN with The complete HW-/SW-System. Then
some statistics can be made to check if all system reactions meet time
constraints. Additionally, a certain monitoring function should be available
to monitor special/well defined events or compound events within the
system.

Advantages:

Conditions:

Disadvantages:

Tools: Versatile Timing Analyzer ( VTA )

References: Sch92, Schi92, ...xxx...

422 Testing

4.2.2.1 White-Box Testing

- Test coverage measures

- Test set generation

- Automated white-box testing

Goal:

Description:

To check whether there are any program bugs referring to corresponding
parts of the specification and whether all corresponding requirements are
met.

The program module has to be executed together with a test data set
which has to be provided by automated test data set generation or has to
be chosen out of a global test data set referring to the relevant section of
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specification. The necessary test set should be chosen in order to detect
program errors, especially well-hidden ones. Means of traceability should
be applied to proof the trace through the software module. To do this one
can use the method of instrumentation /Schi92/. The instrumentation of
source code will be assisted by available compilers. Settings certain input
switches of the applied compiler instrumentation of source code will be
implemented. Thus, at every logical construct a special counter is
embedded. At the beginning of test routine all counters are reset.
Starting the program module with a relevant data test set certain counters
will be incremented. Thus, a corresponding trace can be proved. This test
routine has to be repeated so often, until all branches will be covered. So,
one is able to show a certain test coverage measure corresponding to a
test coverage measure table /Annex A 4.2.2.1/.

Advantages:

- the software module can be thoroughly tested.
- In order to minimize man power effort the whole test routine may be
automated.
- Certain test coverage measures can be proved.
- It can be proved that there is no dead source code within the software
module.
- Relevant test data sets can be chosen out of the global test set according
to source code documents. For source code documentation the Nassi-
Shneiderman notation should be used /Nas88/.
- Looking at counter values one is able to mark a certain trace. This is of
importance in case of analysing traces for software modules containing
WHILE- or CYCLE-constructs.

Conditions: The specification of the program requirements must be well structured.

Disadvantages:

- One can only show that there is no dead source code hidden in the
software module, but there is no real chance to detect errors or
inconsistencies within requirement specification. The actual state of the
art is to demonstrate that Cl-test coverage measure ace. to IEEE

test coverage measures is fulfilled.
- For a certain complexity of software module (Schachtelungstiefe) the
number of test runs increases more than exponentially vs. complexity of
the tested software module. Due to this reason man power effort is
estimated huge so that one decides normally to show only Cl-test coverage
measure.

Results: A set of test results covering the branches of tested software module, able
to be prepared for automated evaluation (comparison between planned
values and actual counter values). Thus, sufficient documents will be



Tools:

generated to demonstrate that v&v procedure has been made ace. to the
state-of-the-art.

Tools for automated program analysis are available without the feature of
automated test data set generation, but new approaches applying XPS-
design are under development.

References: NBS82, Schi87, IEEE-test coverage measures

4.2.2.2 Black-box Testing

Goal:

Description:

One should check if there are any program errors in meeting particular
aspects of the given specification and whether all specified requirements
have been met.

At first a test data set is derived from the specification solely, then the
chosen software module is to be executed. The correctness of the software
module is verified against the specification.

Conditions: The specification of the software module must be well structured.

Advantages:

The software module is normally tested in its final form and hardware
surrounding/equipment, where the program will run. One wins exact
information if any specified requirement was forgotten/missed. One is
able to demonstrate that the chosen software module meets all specified
requirements.

Disadvantages:

It is very difficult to find out relevant test data sets, so that the probability
of detecting errors will be maximized.This test method only detects non-
conformance, it cannot be used to prove the correctness of a software
module. This test method is applied very late ace. to the software life
cycle.

Conditions: Black-box testing helps to show whether or not the software module fulfils
specified requirements.

Assessment: Recommendable

Tools: Black-box test tools are available.

References: Meyers79, NBS82, ...xxx...
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4.2.2.3 Statistical Testing

-Goal

- Description

- Advantages

- Conditions

- Disadvantages

- Tools

- References

4.2.2.4 Random Testing

-Goal

- Description

- Advantages

- Conditions

- Disadvantages

- Tools

- References

4.2.3 Measurement

4.2.3.1 Structure Diagrams

-Goal

- Description

- Advantages

- Conditions

- Disadvantages
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- Tools

- References

4.2.3.2 Metrics Collection

- Goal

- Description

- Advantages

- Conditions

- Disadvantages

- Tools

- References

4.2.3.3 Complexity

-Goal

- Description

- Advantages

- Conditions

- Disadvantages

- Tools

- References

Annex
( examples on classified V&V-methods )
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